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.I conceptual design for a two-phz.se flo:v experiment for Spacelab ivas prepared. The 
NASA-mission applications were defined and a scientific justification for the study was 
established. An ex-perimental test app:tratus is described; the prime cosnporiZnt being 
a tubular fused quartz test section selected for visual observation. The definition of 
flow-reginles and pressbre drop wili hr: achieveci ~vitlr an air-water fluid system while 
the %cat transrer data will  Le taken ill the s:a:le test cul:9gurntion using on1 y Freon- 11. 
l'lie apl~aratus with pump, separator, storage t:ulh xi(l controls is mounteci in a double 
Spacelab rach. Other study achicvcments inclr~ded n definition of stlpporting hardware, 
procetlures, measured v:triables :mrf p1,ograrii costs. 
'The proposed esqerimellt is t u  be performed in the early 1980's. t\ search of thk 
literature revea!ed m,my h.5Srt nl iss i~i ls  in tlic 1.emainder of this century which can 
benefit from impl-u\cti ticsigii chta for t~vo-phase flow in rc-duccd-gravity. The 
:ipp!ications inclucle pz:opulsio~i, x ~ t o n ~ a t e d  spacecraft, power generatiol?, experiment 
support and life support systems. 'rhe propulsion applicltions constitute the major 
volllz:;: w e r .  Cryogenic storage in space and advanced cryoge~iic. v ~ i l i c i t ? ~  a r e  major 
app1ic:itions in this area. Space power stations which use the Iianhine zycle have a 
large potential application. For the remaining applications, n variety of cryogenic 
Iiqt~icls will be able to tit: more effectively used with in~proved hoivledge of the heat- 
tr:u~sfe 1. corre1a:ioru. 
'I'hu t~s-perinient is justified scientific.ally fi*llen \ye exinline the existing empirical 
corrcblations for flow reginle, pressure cl~.op, and heat transfer. A correlation which 
conlains the Froucle numhcr h:ls been used in one investigation to indicate a shift in 
t h c  flo\tr rclgime.; \vith a change in gravity level to 10-2 g's. Although a shift in the 
flo~ir regime boundaries \iTas observcd, the niagiitude of the shift did not agree with 
predictions. For  pressure drop, no valid reduced-qsavity correlations exist. Iierr: 
the approach i s  to identify the flow regime snd use existing me-g  pressure drop 
correlations. Prelin~ina .y data a t  g's intlicates a SOr;{ increase in  pressure 
clrop occurs at retluced-gravity. The heat transfer correlations are  even more 
complex; a super-position of forced convection and boilinq data has heen used to 
correlate data on earth. It is accepted that boiling data is sensitive to gravity-level 
thus n sensitivity in these mi-relations is  anf icipnSed. Ilowever, no rcducecl-~avity 
two-phase flow data has been ol>tained. 
'Two-phase flow correlations a rc  typic:~llj, regin:e sensitive. An - i r -water  test is 
p1:mncd su that the repin~cs  can I J ~  c1c;irly identified :it the luw gr:ir.ity levels. 'I'his 
will :tlso pr'ovitle the most  rcliat~lc prt:ssure drop cl:~tn since steady-state ?ontlitions 
\,.ill persist in  the  tube. Conversely, lical trni>sicr ctzttn with Freon will cover a 
ra!lge o f  conditions tlepentiing on mass velocity ant1 wall heat flu a s  controlled 
by heater power. The e~qkrimental  plan covers a range of mass velocities from 10 
to 6-10 kg/sec-m2 (7400 to 472,000 lb/hr-ft2) and the cluality range from 0.01 to 0. G4. 
A test section 1 .5  c n ~  in c1i:meter by 90 cm long i s  recommended to provide L/D > 60. 
The circular test section is  a fused q~lartz tube enclosed in a square Lucite blodK with 
an axial cylindrical hole. Visu8l obser-vations with pltotographic coverage provides a 
prime data source. A s  indicated above, air-water md Freon-11 were selected a s  
test fluids. Freon-11 boils at ambient temperature ;ad lower as  the outlet pressure 
i s  decreased below 100 k ~ / m z  (1 a h ) .  The te.:t section i s  heated by a copper-nicltel 
resistance wire providing 679 watts. A total of 88.: dstn points are  planned for the 
air-water system while -10 data points a r e  planned for tht: Freon tests, them points 
. 
requiring one and hilo ~ i n u t e s  for data collection, respectively. Total test time is  
six hours allowing for crlnnges in hardware settings. Total heater energy usage is 
933 watt-hours. TotrlI esperiment encrgy usage is '7929 tvatt-hours in the 'u hours. 
Expedmental concepts considered test fluids ol'water, a i r ,  nitrogen, :mi Freon wit11 
the fluid loops o r  paths of overboard dump, tot,il rwsc le ,  batch c~llectton,  aid liquid- 
only recycle. Only t l~ rec  of ten concepts appeared promising. The \\ater-cabin a i r  
syslen? with water recycle ians a cleal choice for a flow regin~e-pressure drop test 
since it had been proven sntisfactol-y on a KC-135 test progrnm. Freon- 11 with 
overbonrcl dump o r  with liquid-recycle \sere se!ecterl 21termtiues for the heat transfer 
test. The former is preferred for sinip1icit)-, however the latter avoids dunlpin~ 
excess Freon, only 14 kg (30 lbs) versus 111 kg (215 lbs) and is more volume efficient. 
'The liquid is  pumpecl through !he test loop from a storaxe t:u~li or for recycle from a ' 
rotating separator which removes the licluitl from the ntise.(f-phase outlet f I o ~ s t r 6 ~  
of the test section. 
A s  indicated earlier, the two esperiments usc common tlardwnre antl test section. 
\Vater is  the f irst  test fluici and is  dumped overboard; the system is  dried by a vacuum 
blo.rvdo~vn and next the Freon test i s  conducted. The test seclion is  instrirn\erited 
with thermocouples to measure wall and fluid temperatures. Quality is determined 
from flowmeters and energy input. Capacitance-type quality meters will also be 
used at  the inlet and outlet. The Freon i s  stored in a tank with fluid control by 
bladders o r  capillary devices. The lat ter  may he  desirable if a trnnsp:~rer,i test 
tank is to be used for other integrated heat transfer/fluid dynm~ics  tests. 
A scientific layout design has been prepared for both esperimer,Lal concepts in a 
double Spacelab rack. The experiment:~l controls a r e  very :~ccessible and space 
still exists for integrnting additional small f luid experiments in this rack. Several 
elerrsnts of the test hardware such as  cameras, lights, electronics/signal condition- 
ing and controls can be sh:tr-ed. 'The Freon-11 hardware, cscept for tlie test section, 
i s  contained within a L.esan ellclosure for safety. The cre\v task performal~ce and 
experimental procedures hx1.e been outlined. The data nccluisition and reduction 
approacl~ is briefly covered. 
' r l ~  excc~rinlental costs  were detined through ],eve1 I\' integration. Several high 
cost itenls including the test section, b l o w  r/nlotor, Freon tnnk, sensors/siy,tpal 
conditioning, quality meters,  film ma~az ines ,  :md seconclnr;. s t ~ c t ~ r e  were itientificcl 
to ;I -: tie\-eloplnent costs of 1471; ruld total costs of 271;E; dollars. For  the proglwn 
costs throurh Level n' inteqation, t!~e development costs were (iO 11; with production 
nncl operational costs of 314K fur a prograin cost of 9 1 8 K  dollars. 
In view of :he results of this study, it i s  higl~lv reconimendcd that n tiesig71 study bc 
initi:ited :tt this time to integrate these hsro-p11:1se florv eqerinients with additional heat 
transfer a i d  fluids e.\;perim-.nts bein% con.-;itlerc.c!. 'l'he proposetl configxir~~tion will 
support the integat  ed esperirnel~t conctspt. 
.-Is the Sp:tce Transportation System becomes operational in t l c  early 3380ts, the 
number of pay10:lds placed in orbit  annually will increase a s  will the coniplexity of 
these systems.  Uy the illid 1980's we ,mticipal: several  systems will be flo\ving 
nimlerous fluids in tl:c 101% -gr:tvity enviro~:nient. l ' ! ~  (losign and performance of 
these sys tcms can be improved witi: proven cor-.elations 61 tiyo-$lase fluict Lehavior 
il; reduced-gravity. C1.yugenics arl: unique in 'hat i!iiti:11 linr. Ir,wsients involve 
chilldo\vn :md the occurrence o f  two-phase f ~ o i v .  :I sccontl maj . , r  application i s  spnce 
power systems o r  r:td~:itoxs it1 sp;tce \\,here boilers o r  condensers i~-\ \~olve th flow of 
t\\o--1h:ise fluids. 
The l i t e ra tc re  for space systelns bas been reviewet1 ;uid the :;pecifiis :~pl~l icat ions which 
a r e  cliscussed have been t:~l,ulated in th is  section. 'l'lie irnport;u~ce of two-phase flow 
to these processes h:~s bccn es: imi~~ed.  %'inally, I!le availability or tJata f r o ~ n  a
Spacelab experinlent to s u i ~ y u r t  lie Ltesi~n rec ju i re~~~ei l t s  of future S J . S ~ C ~ I I S  113s been 
:~ssessed.  
--I s u n e y  of KiZS.4-nlist;io~is has been ~dmple te t i  and the results ;ire presented in the 
follotving paragraphs :m(l tables. '~'lle re.-;ults support the col~cltision th:it t7r.u-phnse 
flax ppherion~ena will l ~ e  a n  increasingly significant element in s p c e  operations in the 
last two decades of this century. 'I'he i\; ZSA missions :u~d vehicles for \vhich two- 
pi1a-e flour may be importmt a r e  lister1 tulcler five fu!lctional c;~fegorie.-; a s  folloivs: 
Propulsion 
Automated Spacecraft 
Power Generation 
Experimental Support (Spacelab and Space Station) 
Environment :il Con t ro l /~ i f e  Suppol C Systems (F:C/'I,SS) 
These functional ca tegor- i~s  a r e  presented in 'I'nbles 1-1 throuxh 1-5, respectivelj,. 
Each program/vehicle linted inclut1c.s the identification of the fl~iid, fluid function, 
quantity used, 'md the source of the data which i s  presented. Atldition:dly, the 
nurnjer of men that the fIC/l.SS i s  to siipyc rt i s  listed. 'There a r e  many other 
potential ;ipplic:ttions for  t \v<i ~ : h , l ~ t :  flow th,rt hni e 1)ee:l proposed for automntcd 
spacecraft and :;pncelal, r txpe~in~ents  but mere not inclucletl herein because of 
duplicatisn of fluid nl)plicafiot? and quantity. 


Table 1-14. Esp$riz~entaT Support (Spacelal~ :uld Space Station) Applications 
-.- ----. --.-- -.- -- 
1.i11c s ~ r v  ' i.i~iua~l l,'ihtw.- V:I,,$,~ ):I ,,,,. I111r.t Tetnpcrnlurcs 
Fluid Quu\tlty Din L l'qle, C L  I?:,:,, c ' ~  Q U R ~ I I ~  I'rcqaure L I ~ U I ~  GW 
~ ' r o ~ ~ m / C o n c c p t  Flr;ld Function 
-
I bs crn L ~ / I , I ~ - S C C  ' n E 1 ~ ~ ~ - s r c  & - K -- Data %urce 
Dl . ,pmeaslng (L'mkLnass LN2 Refrfgcratlon 44 0 .12  m3 - 0 - 1  - 
- Ref. 10. y. 3-55 
i' .,xiactinn) 
\Vns:c \Vnstr I i c c~c l c  p. 5-85 
>Ird. 
Cryueenlc Storage 
1.tquld Xenon Complon LXe i -Ray Detectlta - Ref. 11 
Tt+%vpe 
1.A r (:uo: 1 .Sr  
!!r.u>pScrlc. :~:.I~c:u- Lllc Rn:!iumel~r UI 4 TIlD TBD G - 1  - 4 
- Ref. 12. AP-0;-5 
.;L.rric. & I'lss:~~a In Dc!rcior Cwling 
Space (A>lilS) ,AP-06-S) LNe Spectrometer IR 44 TBD THD 0 - 1 1 - - 
1)r:rctor r i d i n g  
LN2 dpr.ct;ornctt?r SWIR 18 TilD TljO 0 - 1  - 77 
Detector Coollng 
.\~:i*m:itrd Fon:ace/ 1.02 Fuel Ccll Reactants 877 TDD TDD 0 - 1  - 90 - Ref.12 7 L,-vitstion LIiz Fuel Cell Reactants 111 TDD TBD 0 - 1  - 2 0 
- SP-14-S.SP- 15-S 
h?. 
55.~:!11, 11c T c l e ~ c c ~ e  f i e  Dc:cctor Cooling 132 TFD TBD 0 - 1  - 4 
- Ref. 12, AS-(81-5 
: wi1I:y ,AS-'::-$i 
nwp Shy IT' Sumey LIic Detector Coollng 23 TRD TBD 0 - 1  - 4 - Ref. 12, AS-03-S 
? ' < . l t s > c c ~  ( ( . I S - 0 3 4 )  
\; t.%(.rIc ?p,.rlrolr~rIer Llio h.:n~T~cl Coollng .10 ~ n l >  TllU 0 - 1  4 - Ref. 12. HE-15-S 
,!j!.-l.;-s) 
S:',,prwc;sir.y (SP .01-S)  LO2 Furl Ccll Reacl;lnts 29i TBD TED TBD 0 -  1 - 90 - - Ref. 12. SP-01-S 
1.112 Fuel Ccll Reactants 36 TRD TDD TTJD 0 - 1 20 
Rluproc:ssln~ (SP-31-S) IN2 Cryonnlc  13 TBD TBD TBD 0 -  1 - 77 - Ref. 12. SP -31-S 
(F: rsr ,<pacel~b hriaslon) Refrlgrratton 
~ ' ( 1 ~  .aser Da:a Itelay Lhk LN2 Cooling 22 TBD TIlD TBD 0 - 1  77 - Itei. l2. CS-05-S 
,c-s-o5-s) 
- ---- 
Table 1-5. Envirormental ~ontrol /Life  Support System Applications 
Lolc 3lze L rq~ ld  Flow- V.rpor n o w -  Iniet Temprratures 
Fluid Quantlty Dia x L Ra:e. G6 1l:l:e. Gg Quality Brrssura LIquld <as W a l l  
3-pan Concept Flutd Fmctivn 
- - Ibs em kg/m2-sec ~gJrn2-sec  x J- - E - Datn Sourre 
-- 
? . > ~ ' ~ l o  4'6 W a s ; ~  Rrfect Heat With 495 1 . 2 ~  - 250 250 0 - 1  - - Ref. 13 
Writer Ammonla Bollerb 
n i l  Crcrb .\:orlulc I LSq, Euvtronmental (7 days) 'r)p/man ?Sp/tnnn np/mnn 0 - 1 - - Ref. 10, Vl-E-7 
!.02. Control 
1120 
Passenger bloduie 68 LSp. ErvlronmenLal (7 days) Typiman T-jp/man 'p,p/man 0 - 1 - - - Ref. 10, VI-E-I0 b. 
(1'071') Control V1-F-6 
SPS LEO Const. 
I'ab4rn;er >todule 230 L 2  Envlronmcnlnl (7 dayo) ? ~ p / m m  TTSpjrnm ~yp /men  J - 1 - 
- Ref. 10, p. Yl -F-5  
11 . 7:) ~~"on t ro l  
>is CEO Coost. N20 
>pace Station 4 Waste \Ynter R*.covcry 40/day TBD 0 - 1  - - Re:. 14. Boo'h 3. p. 9 i  
Water by Vapor Compres- 1 - 0  and F5 
c.' slon Dlstlllation 
I 
C1 space S t a t l a  6 waste U ale1 Recovery by 60/day TBD 0 - 1  - - Ref. 1 4 .  Bock 3. p. 195 
(Growth Water Vspur Compres- 120-240/ 1 - 0  and AppmdLx F 
-12-24) slon D~allllntlun day 
$15 i~~~ns l ru r t l on  20b -800 Environmental ?Ip/man T y p / m ~  ?Sp/man - - - Ref. 4. p. v-C-13 
(C'u?sl,uccton ~ n d  Control 
%tpport) 
. S p ~ r e  Taxi 1 Environnentd 4 2.5 x - 7 8 Ref. 19 2 { Corrrol 11. 2 . 5  x - 90 
I,1i2 Fuel Cell 1 < I + -  20 
1.02 { Rcactmt# 6 < I + -  90 - 
Freon Cooilng 9 275 - 
Lunar Transfer 4-8 LSZ. Envlronmentd 20-80 - - Ref. 3, p. 150, p. 227 
C rcn XIoduIe Lo2. Control d a ~  
"20 
00 .- 
- 3  I 
In  khc tc~chnolil?;ical applizntions presented in the previous section, fX"e applications 
c:un bt, tliviclerl intr: crycficllic :%nil non-cryogenic. 'rhc non-ciyogenic applications 
primarily invoi\.e n lient t.xc.h:tngt? fluid loop. Cryogenics involve the flow for fluid 
tr:ulsfcr as well a ;  lower floivs for heat cscll:ir~ger/cc)oling applications. The fluids 
incluclc i~t!lium, hydrogen, :irgon, nitrogen, o?c\.[:en, xcnon, Freons, water, ammonia 
;itid liquid metal:;. 
SIost fio\v pa.;sages will be of circular-cross section :und made of :llurninuru o r  stainless 
steel. I.irle i s n g t > s  will be i n  excess of 100 meters for some. of the futurc applications 
such as  pl.opellant depots. 
.A lis, of the par:lmctcrs f o ~ .  t!le app1ic;ltions citccl in Section 1.1 a r c  presented in 
I'ropulsiol~ upp1ic:ttion.; cc):istitute the major vulume application of tisro-phase flow. 
'I'll? llols. of pro~)cii:cnts t!ll'c)!ig)~ \sal-~n lines (luring initi:~l flow cxonclitiorl>; rt~cprircs 
the nn;tlvsis of  t\\.o-pli:tsc f lo \ \  h ~ n t  ! rnnsfcr. 'I'hc resupply of ~:ropell:t~lt.-; i n  space 
' a ! !  I - .  :\pplic;~tit,n I3:lnges of 'l'bvo-l'li~isc I'lo\r. C30r1.ei:ktion 1':trameters 
Aspect I<:itio, I . / I )  
I ' I ' ~ s s u ~ c ,  P
Gravity I.c+vcl, g / k  
Ileynolcls So . ,  R e i  
Nusselt So . ,  XU& 
I'rantltl So. , I'r 2 
Froutle So. , Fri! 
llcal I'lus, r{ 
Viscosity, p 1 
Viocosi~y, p q 
I)ensitv, : !,
I)[:nsitv, ? w  
-.- - 
0.3 - 15 cnl (0. 11 - (; i n )  
1 - 12000 ~ , ~ / m ~ - s e c  (737-3.  85.d l o f i  lb,,, /ft5-1,r) 
20  - I ( > O O O  
I - 1 0 o k ~ / m 2  (0. 1 I - (;o psi:{) 
5 to 10-8 
1000 - 3. (i \ 10'; 
1 - 3000 
0.5 - 2. 15 
1 x lo(; - -1 lo9 
- I -c  105 watts jm2 (315 - 1.3 x 105 ntujhr ft2) 
0.020. 10-1-1. :{>.. 10-1 r ; .s im2 ( ( ; .~ l0 -~- '28~10-~1bf - sec j f t~ )  
s in~i lar i ly  involves initially warm lines for cryoge?fc transfer applications. Recent '- 
co:lcepts to process fluids in space to produce crSogenic H2 m d  O2 involves broad 
:ipplicatiol: of heat exchange design. Storage leotuiiques for  cryogens in space involve 
vent systems with heat csctlangers operating ~ 1 1  !ow-g; vapor-cooled shields a re  another 
thcsm:~l protection system where tvm-phase flo;v occurs. Both pressure drop and heat 
trnnsfc:~. tlata a rc  of inlportrr~cc in these applications. Providing the thermal contra1 
for a cryogenic envirunment for instruments atxtard spacecraft involves the design of 
heat exchmgers where two phase flow is  occurring. A major application will a r ise  in 
Ihnkine power generation systems in the high voltlrne heat exchange systems involved. 
?'he cspcrimental support reciuirements for Spacelab and Space Station operations may 
\\ell lead to application of 3 la rger  system in space Lhan may be apparent from the data 
~ r e g e n t e ~ l ,  'I'he fuel cell uscd to supply powcr for the automated furnace, automated 
levitation, and somc hie-processir;g may be more extensively used since output require- 
ments will grow as t l~ese  space processing/nimufacturir.g facilities become commercially 
u!ilized. 'I'he c ryoge~~ics  u etl for detectors cooling may also be more extensively used 
a s  longer duration viewing times a re  desired, further reduction in internal noise is 
puruscti, or thc sensing. of longer wavelength or far infrztred is attempted. 
The timing of when t l ~ c  idet~lified programs, vehicles, and experiments will take place 
cannol be stated with certainty; however, some insighl a s  to occurrence of these activities 
may be gained from Figure 1-1 which iwflects NASA thinking (Referen2es 16, 17 and 
18) and from Figure 1-2 ~ h i c h  shows NASA near-term planning (I iefere~t-e 19). Sortie 
flights (experiments) and automated spacecraft flights will occur in the near-term, md 
a low earth orbit (I2F:O) space station (luring tn is  near-term is  also envisioned. O l l i  
usage, electric propulsion, orbital propellant transfer, initial space manufacturing, 
and solar  power satellit? (SPS) development is anticipated for the mid-term (Phase U). 
?'he far-term is  envisioned to provide conimercial solar power, space Industrialization, 
and lunar  operations. Thus, it is essential that the two-phase fiow experiment be 
given high priority in the Spacelab experimentel program to obtain the results in the 
early 1980's in order to supljort the applications in the remainder of that decade. 
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This study has determined that a scientific jus~ification for experimentation in spacc 
exists in three sp5cific areas  of ;\YO-phase flo:i p11enomcn:i: flow regime clefinition, 
pressure drop, and flow boiling heat transfer. i f .  i.ac11 specific area, the st:~tiis of 
existing correlations were ex1nlined and any indication o f  gr:~vity-sensitivity was noted. 
The physical process of ttvo-phase flow i s  duli~inntecl by the 21 ~ s i t y  field; nroreover 
specific regimes such :is stratified flow o r  sedin:entntic)n exist solely because of the 
gravily field. It will be very interesting t o  approach the dcfu~ition of this floiv 
phcnoniena in the :tl~sellcc of :1 rnajor v:iri:ibic such as gr:lvi;y. The opportunity csisis  
t:) achieve a better ~~ntlersL:untling of the ~nechru~isms which influence the process. 
I're1imin;lry tvorl, 11:~s sho\\tl rcgin>eu to be scnsitivc (r, jir:i\-ity, hou.evel. ntfrlitional 
clntn i s  rcqirired to corupletc the assessment. 
:!. 1. 1 EXI~ElZIR!I:S'l'AL 13.\CKClIOUPtTI) LY 1IEi)UCED-C1L\\'I'lT. 1:arliel- investiga- 
tions by General Dynamics Convair (Ref. 2 0 )  s!~o\ved annlytically th:~t  for flow regime 
boundaries based on I'roacie .tumber, a bowdarr sllift could Lc ca!c\iAntetl for any 
gravity level other thiu; g - go (fio~mal ear!!] gr~tvity). 'The predictecl shifts were 
e.xprcssed on coosttinates of total mass velocity versus cjuality for gravity levels 
changing from g go to g - 1 ~ - 2  go, ancl for Boundaries corresponding to the (Juandt 
classification zones I: pressure-gradient dominated (inrluttes bul~ble and dispersed 
flows); II: gravity dominatetl with sig-nificant frictional tirag, F r  , 2/f (includes annular 
and wave flows); In: gravity dominated with minimal friction, F r  < 2/f (inclutlcs plug, 
sldg and stratified flows), where f is the friction factor fo r  the iicluid phase. Verification 
of !he predicted shifts was pursued through two-phase flow experiments which were 
performed in n prountl-based laboratory :wd thrn  repeated aboard n lie-135 which was 
fl(nm1 i n  "zero-g" tnijectorics. Experiment result5 showetf that flow regime buuntlary 
shifts with reduced gravity were in the rlirectiun predicted but not to the estent expected. 
F i p r e s  2-la shocs the location of g - go bound:~ries and the predictetl location of g 
l ov2  go boundaries. I4'igure 2-lb shows these s;lnle bountiaries togetlrer wi th  experi- 
nirntal results for g go,  :lnd F i ~ l r e  2-lc shoivs the d:lt:i t3hen at a gravi t~  level of 
approximntcly g - 1 0 - ~  go. The g G, data points arc  seen to gencr:~lly conform \Ivith 
g go ho~n~dnr ies ,  but the lon gravity data points do not kilt within the predicted g = 10-2 
go boundaries, i. e . ,  the observed shift in the  data w a s  Ics5 than the prr~rlicted boundary 
shift. Limitations of the espcriment sucl; a s  [init. in rc.clucurt-gl%vity and test section 
len$h preclucjcci pl*c~cise resolution of t n i s  disclt.pancy. 
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Figure 2-la.  Flow I<cgime Predicted Boundary Shift 
2.1.2 EXISTING C0RRELArl1ONS !LN ONE-G. A l i terature review on the subject of flow 
regime definition has  been pursued. The resul ts ,  which a r e  summarized in T;lbIe 2-1, 
revenlcd three approaches other  than Quandt's in which the Froude number was a 
parameter,  namely those of I i o z l o ~ ,  Ilaberst roh and Griffith, and hloissis. The same 
analytical method referred to in  the Cfineral Dynamics Convair work was applied to 
each of the three anproaches Lo derive bounctsry shifts with change from g - go to 
g 10-2 go. Data 'rom the General D\nainics Convair laboratory experinicnts was 
then plotted against the g - go boundaries ant1 data from the  aircraf t  flighl cxperiments 
was plotted against the g - go boimclnries. 

Tnblc 2- 1. Flow ~ e ~ i g e  Definition Summary 
(21) I l i c r r i e s  a d  Sur,. n m  
I pa t l r rn  nlrp. Collltlhed 1r:msltlon c r l t r r i a  of o t h r r  l n \ ~ e s l I p t o m .  
I~lbcusalun to1 ~;rnul lg I'fltolm 
.I IW I ~ ~ B ~ ~ . ; ~ V I I  <IC,CY nut B I P ~  w y  
fr4.,lu..w: ! I~llt (t.t.nru rr.@ne 
lmu!>*l.tr\ ~Is'f11 rrlnlctl to  
c l , ; t ~ t ~ u r  In ~ r n ,  lly llevel. 
Dnkcr, flow pnllern 
m;ip T:lkr.a l1i11, nccovnl 
t 1 1 ~  fluid propcrt les .  
F.i~iplrtunl pr:~phlcal 
corrclnl lon from 
crperfmt.ntnl data. 
tio7luv. 1.ntcr (;rtlllth 
/ c r l l r r l a  for  flou. rt.Klme 
i boiui~lar lrs .  r-rai,lrlral nzad c s ~ ~ r u r ~ l e ~ ~ t a l .  
I t e s ~ ~ l l n  
0 9 6s ~>:~nctw.~*tl~t c.a>r,tit~t,~,~g IXI : 01 t o ~ r ~ ~  
e n e r w :  
L c-1 117. S<.,r:lr:tlrd flcnv 
0, I I 6 I .  I ' l 'm~~s l i tun  
l . S l l z < S  1 , f s p r s r d  flow 
Also. I ~ t r  a bandwidth of t urouad s meun 
ircriucnrx, cotilalnlng l;ec; of erlt.rgy; find with 
fll - ((1 '(ijL 9 Q.,.). tken 
C/RL < 11 Inrc.rnifltont flow 
1 1  .: :;pi < 100 Trnnrl t lon 
100 C : /BL Dispcrscd flow 
I z c h  
l ~ ~ l ~ r ~ , r . '  
r s t  I s t y  
I i ~ t i  f I 
I,I.,..SUIV Iluv~uitl Ions 
w . ~ r  c.~lculnted and 
vt.rlf1t.d rr.ltli a l l  r c ~ i m e s  
except lmth.  
.41r/water. 
adlaba~lc.  
Caa/oll. 
~ l ~ r f ~ ~ ~ t ~ l .  
l (~nndt!~ ' )~!lmrnston~l  
! :u,nlysls. Flows r labsl-  
! f i t 4  as p r w s .  gradle3t 
1 cc,rtlrollrd. ~ ~ a v l t y  
cc.ntrollt~ri, and surface 
1r.ns1011 cositrolled. 
FlultlB, I-racc-snee 
T I I  I 
w s l ~ r  In 1-112 
I. D. 
Steam/water, 
500-1000 prta .  
saturated.  
Afr/watrr. 1 alrn 
.-\dIab;it,c. I ' i y  
dla.: 0.5 In. lo  
2.34 In. 
iir/r\,alcr. u t h e n .  
nun. atli:&Ilstlc. 
' l,n'l,,,*rlch :md Vc,lssl~l.)' X2h'at,r. B*bk 
transl t lon f rom I~ubbly lo  colllslon.':oaIes- 
s - fro\\* IS function of 1 cence Lrmsttion 
I ! . uh. and 2. Exm.ri- mechubtcs. 1.5. pld ,ind empirical e U ~ ~ r t .  
(2 1' 1 I l ab r r s t r sh  & Grtfflth. 
tr3nsillon hetrvrcn s lug 
atill nnnul:tr rcgtmrs.  
t:s],crl.- .:XI rffnr l  with 
enipir lcal  correl :~l lons.  
i 
Atr/waler. s L e ~ m /  
x.aler, a l r  ' r a t e r  6 
nlcohol, a lr /wat-7 
6: giyrerfne. C02/  
water. Adlnbatlc 
Kniplrlvd. All R e e d &  fo r  
normal c a n h  gtavlty. No t e rm 
for gravity nenulllvtty. 
WnIIIu!21' trnnsltfon 
between rmnular and 
dispersed annular. 
~ v r ~ r r i m t ? r t a l  nd 1 rn~p1.-lcal. 
I En~plrfcal .  R ~ e u l l s  a m  f o r  
normal earth gravity. I 
Not repol-led 
[ (Q,  (, )/A j2 1 Empirical. .4i;eume8 that a l l  
B = VCf~L)~*Qgl .  F r  - 
g 1s 
rvr:irnc Ira!~sillons a r c  dlctatod 
Baundarfee: L\ the sun- pair  of flow 
Bubb le -p lu~  
h u n d a r t e s :  Froude no c!tange wil :~ ctnnge In 
1Xsperscd-nnnular Fr. [? - cos  @] I wilf rau.. lxaw;dary shflt. m e  
ITIJ Iwas ~~.iri,jirot~n.i ~crr GIX: experf- 
slug-annular F r  : 3 < {nrrols  nc.ar. aboard KC-IPS. 
l3ue 1 I 
Tlme  l o r  colllslon/cuale6cmce to fonn  cap  Trsnsltir>n thnr  Is sensttlve to 
huhble In: vold frdcllr,n. l.ong t lmcs Imply 
inmmple!~. lr:mslllon Ln ski& 
I 
Tea t s  fihowcd 0. B < rr < 0.9 a l  trw.slllon. Dy r)fn~cnslonless velocltles uL 
f o r r e  balance: ,2. G roofnln g r ~ v l l y  I r rm.  Tlicrefore 
h~*unrIar\. will s'lf wilh chnnge 
In C. t.rcilnnte o .  :kl,nclnsa u;. 
* '-3% t'mplrlc?l ca~rrclall#,n between 
" r- 
. . u - . 11' :md u,. c~ r r ( . l a tLun  approach 
f i  f,;, / c ~ ) ~ D ? ~  fi ~ ( P ( C ~ ~ G D ?  l.?leks ~~.7av1ty t l l ec~ lmha t ton .  
l<r.sulis nrc lor  n ~ r r n o l  ear lh 
= 2.  461 10-4 firnvllr.. S o  ~ a r ~ l t y  sf~nnltlvity. 
1 a t  onset of m t n l n m e n t .  I 
O r d l n ~ l ~ ~  Bp. ms v . ~ l : ~ n ~ ~ t T ( c  flow m l e  fraction; / f n l r  afrc.rmr.111 wfth Crlffllh P 
ut,*rl.i-,:i Is Tr .  Iianundnr!cr nrt. s lut!c:l,,n c,l \YnlIls c 1 ~ ~ ; ~ l r 1 c ~ l  n*su ts .  1-roude 
1 . i .  rrltlc~:ll buhblc Ientzllt. 1 11,s. rIt:uiic, *It!, rh:mcc In K u.111 I cnusr  h3wnl;rn ~ h I f 1 .  
I <~n!lnn:c, \YE, absclar.n !Vl. 1lc~unrl:trlos ul nlx I .c ellc'rtu. I 'nnlmelars 
I r,uhcfl\l.;l. ns of nnnul:ir flow. I Inur t~~~~ ,~ . t i c  for 
-  1 tm:u),~.,..\ G I ~ , ~ I ~ , I I I ~ ~ .  
a. Kozlov Criteria (Ref. 21;. The boundaries given are: 
Quandt Classification Zones 
F i l n  emulsion-drop B .- 0.85 Fro. O2 I1 - I 
Emulsion-film emulsion B - 0. 65 F r  0.05 I - lI 
Dispersed plug-emulsioc /j 1 0.50 Fro. a1 - I 
Plug-dispersed plug /3 = 0.12 F r  0.15 III - 111 
Bubblc-plug B - 0.05 ~ r ' .  I - It1 
where 
The above bounclaries a re  plotted in Figure 2-2a for g = go and in Figure 2-2b for 
g - lov2  go. Also plotted in the respective figures a re  some of the experimental 
results by General Dynamics Convair a s  referred to in Section 2.1.1 above. The 
above cri teria a r e  related to the Quandt classification Losles w i th  the provision 
that the dispersed plug flow i s  a tr'msition phass to slug flow and remains in zone 
ID. The emulsion flow resembles bubble flow of zone I ~vhile the film emulsion 
resembles the annular flow cf zone 11. 
There does not appear to be any correlatiorl between the Kozlov patterns and the 
experimental data a s  referenced to (Juandt classification zones. However, a boundary 
shift is qualitatively confirmed by positions of the exyerimental data points. The fore- 
going suggests that the k'ozloxr coordinate parameters a r e  useful for depicting flow 
regime boundary shifts, but the validity of the boundary definitions does not appear 
to be correct. 
b. IIaberstroh and Griffith Criteria (Ref. 2;). A published boundary between annular 
and slug floiv regimes was replotted in Figure 2-3a and 2-3b, along with the shifted 
boundary at g - lo-' go. The coordinates a re  void fraction, a, versus dirnension- 
less liquid velocity u i ,  where 
arid Frfs  is  a Froutie number based on superficial liquid velocity. Superficial liquld 
velocity is  obtained by dividing the liquid volumetric flow rate, (24, by the total 
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cross-sectional area of the channel. The near zero slope of the boundary 
suggestetl by IIaberst roh :\nd CTriffith causes the boiu~dary shift due to gravity 
ficltl to be almost intlistink~ishnble. The data points piott ed a r e  annu1:ir and 
slug at one-g ant1 rcduccd-gravity from Ilcference 20. Local void frsction, m, 
\vns not evailnble from experinlentnl data, s o  the points a r e  plotted at a tezt 
section average 3 which is  equal to 8, the gas volu~~c.tr ic flwv rate fraction. 
TheIIaberstroh-Griffith boundaries approxin~ate a separation of experimentally- 
determined annular and slug flow patterns, t~trt a r c  not effective in prediction 
of the g = go to g = go shift. 
c. Sioissis Criteria (Ref. 21). A plot of B versus F r  based on the criteria developed 
by LIoissis results ix ten s u n e s  ivl~ich in effect represent a rather wide mne  fw Lhe 
transition from s!ug to frolh flow regimes. Only the centerline of this zone was 
replotted in 17i~;ure 2- In and 2--lb. 'The shift of lhis boundary at g = 10-2 go is  also 
shown. The data points ploltc~J a r c  for buljble llo:v, which may be interpreted 
a s  ecliiivalenl to froth, nntl for slu:: flow. It is  app;lrent from the plots that the 
Xloissis correlation :ipl)roach reflects the gravity sensitivity of the  tl:~ta; however, 
his regime boilndaries do not clearly distinguish batween the observed slug and 
bubble flow <lat:r. 
d. Summary. t k y  attempt to cor.relate the fluid and flow parCmet@s with bomdaries 
between regimes is  subjccl t d  a number of limitaliona, including the following: 
I. A two-din~ension,ll nlitp may represer.1 only two parameters, whereas a 
tr:msition may bc influencccl hy several more. 
2 .  The same pair of p:irnmeters does not dictate :111 of the tramitions between 
the several regimes. 
3. Transitions occur over a zone, rather than a line boundary, and the zones 
of hvo kinds of transition may overlap. 
1. Experiments have had limitations on scale and time and in the number of 
fluids employed. 
5. E.~erinientally-pr0~1uced flo\v patterns often appear to contain elements of 
two o r  more regimes, which necessitates subjective identification of the 
dominant regime. 
Allowing for the limitations namcrl, the work to date confirms the existence of a 
gravity-level shift of flojrr regime boundaries which a r e  based on Froude ~iumher. 
Ijo\vever, the m:rm~itude and nature of the chiwges caused by gravity have not been 
determinecl and require the long term test enviro~lment hat a space experiment can 
provirle. 
2-10 
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2.2 LO\\' GRAVITY EFFI9:C'rS ON PItICSSUItE DIIOP ZN 'I'U'O-PIiASE FLOW 
In a literature survey addressed to the pressure drop in a flowing liquid/gas mixture, 
particular atteation was given to approaches which included gravity effects. Reference 
20 reports AP measurements in low-g (approximately 1 ~ - 2  g) which were compared 
directly with measurement in g - go for water/air mixtures flowing i n  a straight, 
horizontal, circular cbsnnel. For the same fluid and flow parameters, the low-g L P 
WRS higher than in g = go by a factor of abo~tt 1.6 (Figure 2-5). Since it has been 
demonstrated that loiv-g had induced c,.anges in flow regime, the higher AD was 
attributed to such change in flow regime. 
.An application of hvo-phase flow occurred in the Skylab shower waste water plumbing. 
It consisted of a \crater/eir pickup head and a flexible kose which was connected from the 
pickup to a mechanical liquid/gas separator. Flight r~vduation of the shower system 
(Referencc 23) reported that pickup efficiency was poor, shower stall cleanup was very 
time cons~uning, and highcs a i r  flows would be required to improve performance. 
Reference 83 does not indicate wEjther this portion of the flight hnrdu Ire had any 
instrumentation for A P measurements, however, the observations are r.3nsistei.t with 
the experiments conducted to date. 
oR1'E'L PAGE IS Figure 2-5. pressure  Drop, ze ro  Gravity and'Nomal Gravity OF J.'fX)ii QCN,IW 
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A summary of the literature survey fs shown in Ta3le 2-2. Analytical development of 
pressure drop equations i s  typically basad on energy, continuity, and momentum 
equations, and leads to dp/dz expressed a s  the slun of gravitational, accelerational, 
and frictional terms. The gravitational term is  significant only for vertical o r  inclined 
piping in g - G, as  it becomes zero for horizontal piping in g : g;, o r  any piping in 
zero g. Thus the low-g case has a superficial similarity to horizofital flow in g = go, 
but equal pressure drops cannot be assumed. A s  stated previously differences in 
flow regime have an effect on pressure drop as wel1,so that changes in flow regime in 
low gravity should change the pressure drop. 
Soiling is affected by the acceleration field as  indicated in Reference 21. One effeet 
is on thc crtferion for the incipient threshold of nucleate boiling. It is  de endent on /P the thermal layer thickness which is  proportional to (a/g)-1/3 to (a/g)-l *I. The 
tlunner thermal layer requires a higher delta temperature for activating the nu:leation 
site. Ilsu nnd Glahxm (Iief. 21) report, although not with the concurrence of all 
investigatcrs, that the mcchani?ms for nucleate boiling a r e  considered to be inertia 
dominated including buhble cvolution, thus i.:lplying that nucleate boiling phenomena 
is  noY?WgMficant1;. influenced by reduced-gravity. For  the critical heat flux, investi- 
gators report it proportional to (a/g)-1/3 and ~xperimental  data by LIerte and Clark 
(Rcf. 2 3 )  have verified thc dccrease in this value for LN2. Lienhard (Iief. 26) suggests 
that the iizcleate boiling region may vanish and can be replaced by a monotonic line in 
reduced-grdvity fieltlb. Alerte (Ref. 27) confirms the gravity dependence of the heal 
flux in reduced-gravity in the film boiling regime. I t  is  obvious that agreement on the 
effect of gr:~vitg on boiling does not exist today. 
!n flow boiling, reduced-gravity has been demonstrated (Ref. 21) to influence the flow 
regime through a reduction in buoyancy forces, which in turn modifies the heat tr,msfer 
performance. Efforts in flow-boiling at reduced-gravity have been primarily qualita- 
tive in nature. 
In an effort to determine existing correlation forms for the several conditions of heat 
transfer regions which sequentially occur in the flow-boiling process, the literature 
summarized by Collier (Ref. 28) was reviewed. fn Figure 2-6 from Collier, the heat 
transfer regions a r e  depicted with the two-phase regimes. The following paragraphs 
and Table 2-3 present the correlation forms for the ' various heat transfer conditions. 
A partial subcooled boiling region exists, region B in Figure 2-6, where the hea: flux 
i s  eonmonly expressed as the sum of the contributions of forced convection single-phase 
liquid heat transfer and subcooled pool-boiling heat transfer, 5 = SSPI, + Q S C ~  The 
! Dittus-Boelter equation is  widely aeceptcd for the former contribution and unique pool- 
boiling correlations a r e  offered for the latter f ~ o m  the pool-boiling literature. Bowring's 
work i s  considered the most detailed for design. 
I-" --- Hbrk Ctit-d ant! Approach 
Aszunleo. 
uniform hon~o~cncous  
nri.itu r e  (bubbly flow and 
I dry-tvall misl flow). ( Empirical. 
Gor i r r ,  Rndford and 
1)unnr2') Espcrirnbntal .. 
and enlpiricd.  effects o; 
r e ~ m r s  on dP.'dx. 
13rcnkoff!~~) Radial dist- 
ribution In void is 
modelled. Mixture 
I flow uslng sv~,thetic p and 
1 p. .\pplicable to disper- 
s r d  t l t > r \  patterns. 
Xinrtinelli. e t  d. (") 
I.'qunl st:ztic pressure 
tfmps of lirlttici and @s 
I I'IKI,..~. ( ' l [ ' / t l ~ ) ~ p  1s
frwnd bv rc~latlonship with 
p rc s su~- r  drop of either 
p11.r-e ss if it flowed alone. 
Fsper. .tnd cmpirtcal. 
marlin ell^ & ~ c l s o n . ( ~ ' )  
Above m ~ t h ~ ~ d  cxtendcd b~ 
intcrpol:~linl: 11c.lween low 
p rc s su r r  and critics1 pt. 
Exper. and empirical. 
1,evy." I '  Simplified 
apI>xw:;imaiion of pres- 
sure drop ratio. Empirica 
Chlrn and fflele. (2')hlod- 
Ification of .\lartheI1I 
c o r r r l n t i o ~ ~  for other rlow 
doninins. Emptrlcal 
correlstionu. 
I 
13arocz$.21'- :odiffcations 
of 3lartf1.clli correlation 
for flow mtcs,  qualities. 
ant1 fluid properties. 
, . Ex]>crimc.ntaf and 
s empfrical. 
I 
Table 2-2. 
-- 
I~luids. Procertscs 
.4diabatfc. Friction 
loss only. Air- 
u:ilcr 'and boiling 
water. 
Adi;~batIc, air /  
water. 
. , 
Adiabatic. Air/ 
lvatcr and steam/ 
.\ atcr  K parameter 
corrcfations. - 
s --='a 
Adiabatic. liomo- 
genclou%stem/tv:~ter 
Adiabatic. Various 
two-component 
n;Lutures. Parallel 
eocxistence of 
11quid flow and 
vnpor flaw. Low 
pressures.  0il /alr ,  
horizontal pipes. 
1 lligh pressure.  
1 water-steam 
/ mixtures, other 
I single component 
I mLx. 
I 
I Not rest?icted to 
any one fluid. 
I 
Annular ond 
I annular mfst 1 reh-es. 
U'atcr-nlr, wnier- 
1 e m  f -  
liquid metals. 
I 
I 
- 
Pressure Drop Definition Sun~mary  
Correlations and Results 
Two-phase (p related to Al' for all llqrild flow. 
Fo r  f'rpqft 
2 No gratity effects. 
92 Gc? wherc v : spec1f:c vol. dz I TP. I = 'I PD%* - =, 
Plot shows A P Is irregular functlon of flow Empirical. Data does not enabb 
ydltern and Iiquid/p?s volume fraction. display sde ly  of flow pattern 
effects. Since now pattern Is 
g-sensitive, therefore &P is 
g-sensitive. 
Based on Blasius equation. Cmod match wlth c.xpcrimenta1 
I data i s  reported. There lo no 
lrnodclling of gravity effects. 
where 
and several empirical correlations of K are 
available. 
Tabrlnr prcscnt3tlnn of paran:elers including KO nrodrlling of gravity effects. 
friction factors, shear  s t r e s s ,  dcnsilies, Re. 
Fo r  hoth p h a s ~ s  turbulent (TT), (dp/dzlTp/ Silnilar correlations were dvco  
( d p / d ~ . ) ~  = : =, g, where .: TT, is  correlated for TL. LT, and both phases 
a s  a function of /laminar LL, and for ratio of two- 
0.111 0.555 @ph.x\e pressure drcp to liquld- 
XTT = q ~ g )  (pghL) V t 1 w  g ) lphrse pressure drop. No 
mr~ctrllmg of gravttg effects. 
Parameters. P e,TTand \=. a s  a function of Independent of gravity. 
pressure. 
( d p / d ~ ) ~ =  1 Pressure  drop can b> btegrated 
= -  
2 If w i s  known a s  3. functlon of Z. (*Idz)r (1 - a )  No gravsy sensitivity. 
2 0.71 0.725 Annular: E = 3.8E5 x 1 0 - ~ n e  Re S o  modelllag of gravity effects. 
g KP t p  t~u t  houndrtries behvecn rcgfmea 
a r e  g-seasitive. Annular 2 -0.34 0.517 E -3.425Re hiist: g Re a' LP 
Correlations of 3 with p a r m r t e r s  depending No gra\lt)- pararnetrr Involved. 
on G. A ,  and a "properties index." Extensive 
verification of Slartfnelli :cpproach. 
I Woik Cited and tipproachl 
Continuity, energy and 
momentum equations. 
One-dimenzinnal homo- 
I 
I geneous equilibrium f l ~ w . ( ~ ' )  Theoretical. 
I 
h ~ c A d a m s ! ~ ~ )  homo- 
geneous viscosity. Empir  I 
Broun ,wd Govier. 
~icchittl,('.) homo- 
geneous vl :osity. Empir  I 
(21) 
Slug flow pressure  drop 
attributed to liquid only, 
neglecting gas phase & P. 
Empirical. 
(21) fiughmark 
Empirical correlation. 
Extensive data correlat io 
I ~ u k l e r ~ ~ ~ ) h o m o ~ e n e o u s  viscosity. Empirical. / "Rule of ~ h u m b . ~ ' ( ~ ~ )  
I 
McAdams. e t  al; a l so  
0wens.f") Cf calculated 
from an cquivalcnt single 
phase flow. Experimental 
and empl r icab 
I B h s i u s  equation (22) 1 
( Experimental correlation1 
Continuity, energy, and 
momentum equations 
with the-dependcnt  (22) 
t e r m s  (unsteady flotv). 
Basic t l~corel ical  
developnlents. 
AP measurements. 
horizontal pipc with 90" 
bends. tccs, valves. 
expansions, contract- 
i o n ~ . ( ~ ~ '  Experimental 
with empirical 
correlations. 
Table 2-2. 
Fluids. Prcccsses  
Slug fib*. 
Vertical flow. 
s lug  now. 
; t Iori~ontal  flow. 
Steady flow. any 
two-phase mmture. 
Laminsr  flow, 
g:s/liquid. 
Laminar flow, 
gadl iqu id .  
Laminar flow, 
gas/liquld. 
Turbxlent flow. 
Turbulent flow. 
\irater/ste.m 0. 118 
Ln I. D. and 30-in 
long. Horizontal. 
Turbulent flow. 
smooth pipe. 
Evaporator, 
negligible pressure  
changes and viscous 
dissipation. 
Water/steam. X = 
0 to 21'7, p 800 to 
1600 psla. G - 
( I  to :) lofi lb/hr- 
112. 
-- 
Pressure Drop Definition Summary (Continued) 
Results Discussion of Gravity Effects 
( b F ' / ~ l Z 1 ~ ~  = ( ~ P / L Z I ~ , ~  (1 - CA @). whem I Requires knowledge that rcglmc 
CA ranges f rom 1. 1 f o r  low-viscosity fluids 
to 1.4 f o r  hlghly viscous fluids. 
- 2  2f Ua 
- Wa 
[ % ] T P = p  * ' ~ = A P ~ ( I - ~ )  
where  f i s  friction factor a t  Re = DCpa /L1l. 
Expression for  dp/dz in wf .ch the only 
cmplrical  fac!or i s  Cf, the homogeneous 
Prlctfon k c t o r .  
l / p  = (x/pg) + [(I-x)/pfl  (an averaging 
model) 
jL = x p 4 (1-x) j~ (an averagine model) f 
p = ( J~ /J )  p f  + (J /J)  p (an averaging model) g g 
cf = 0.005 
- ( c f p / d ~ ) ~  
- ( d p / d z ) ~ f o  
where  subscript  fo denotes case  that llquid 
flow in s a m e  pipe with samc mass  selocity 
as the combined flows. 
Cf = 0.079 ~ e - O .  25 
~ ( t ,  to) = vf/vfg (en(t-b' - 1) 
whcre  
4 v  cp 
n='g 
@ hfg 
and cp = wall heat flux 
Straight pipe: Fa i r  currelalion with Levy 
momentum exchange modcl. Rends: Ratio 
of two-phase to single-phasc A P tvr.3.j diffcrcnt  
f o r  various bend mdli. DlnmctCr changes: 
WO-phase to single-phase t 1' ratios s a c  
f o r  expansion and contr;iclions .and same a s  
atmight-pipe ratios. 
2-11; 
will be slug flow. Rcgime 1s 
subject to  gravity effects. 
Requlres bowledge  of regtmc. 
which i s  g-sensitive. 
Gravity term, g c o s  6/(vl t 
v Z ) ,  will vary with variable g. 
j~ used in Re which i s  r c l n t ~ d  
to  cf' Gravity insens~t ive .  
ji used in Re which i s  related 
to Cf. Gravlty insensitive. 
p used Ln Re which i s  related 
to cf' Gravity insensi:ive. 
Accuracy within factor of 2. 
relative to measu remcnts. 
Gravity insen?lt~vc. 
Accuracy about &10r;/-30'; 
relative to meaauremcnts 
Gravity lnse~~s i t ive .  
Expression for  equivalent L( 
used to determine Re. Gravity 
Insensitive. 
Applicable to horizontal tube. 
Requires identification c~f to. 
the  time when a Ifquid part icle 
starts to evaporatc. Gmr ity 
insensitive. 
NegllCiblc gravity forces Ln 
t es t  conflgumtion, 1.Lxprrlmcnt 
h:lrchva;e dcslgn provirft-rl I./!) 
ra t ios of 3 tu 83 to promote 
recovery from upstream 
dlsturbanccs. 
1 
Dlscuaslon of Gravlty Effects 
Forced conrectlon effects 
dominate gavl ty .  Turhllent  
GD/@ > 10,000. L/D > 50 
Gravlr,' effech not considered. 
Gravity effects not considered. 
Cravity effects not consldercd. 
Gravity effects not considered. 
Gravity effects not considered. 
Gravlty effects not consldcrerl. 
Cravtty effects not consitiere I. 
Gravlty effects not considered. 
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Transfer Definition bum~nary 
CorreIations and Hesults 
- 8  C p 1/3 hfQD 
-= 0.023 Fg] [%] kf ~~f 
q = q ~ p ~  + ~ C B  
qSpL hfo [TsAT-TI(Z) 1 
for T~~~ Tw TFD13 
f o r  Tw > TFDD. q s p ~  = 0 
q j c ~  = I/$ reT,)SCB - TSATI l/n 
n - 0.25 to  0.5, i - f (prop. ) 
9 = ~ S P L  ~ S C D  
%I'L ' hfo TW - Tf (a1  
. 3 3  1.7 
'P'~SAT 
-= 
Ifg 
where C,f = 0. OOG --r 0.020 
As above except 
1.1 -- 
qc,, defined firm q O:;B on curve %CB 
0251 1.15G 15.60 p (2.30/pV q o ~ ~  ( A T ~ ~ ~ ) ~ m  
LT 99 65 q . 5  e-p/87 
SAT "". 
AT C, q h1w/m2, p ln bars  
-.8 - 5  
"TP = h, 3.5 F (1-X) (Xtt)' D A 
qcr i t  
A + DG (AtsCD) 
- -
qcr i t  c . I. 
where A and C fcn ( G .  D. ;I) 
1 hC* 
"1 8 C 1.1,. 8 
- 
k - 0.023 [E [ -- ( I -XI ]  Y 
. g 1 C k !  
where Y - 1 - .1 
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Table 2-3. IIeat 
- I 
Nark Cited and Approach / Flulds, Processes  
(Y) Dlttus -Tcoelter. 
Standard for furccd 
I convective hc:tt t ransfer  
In a ttlbc,used ior  
convective portion of 
Water, forced 
eonvcctlve boillng 
single phase. Hea t  
ing in vertlcal up- 
flow, R e  > 10000. 
~upel-psition. Empirical. 
 owr ring(^^) Superposlt- 
Ion of coovec t ~ v e  and 
nucleate boiling. Experl- 
mental plus e m p i r l ~ a i  
correlation. 
Steam 0 to 140 atm 
q.O to 200 ~ / c m Z  
u.0 to 2C0 cm/sec 
Subcooled bollin: 
~ ~ o h s c n o w ~ ~ t ) !  S u p ~ r p o s i t ~  iX::iter , 
ion cf convective and I subcooled boillog i nuclcate boillng. ~ x p e r i -  
niental n ith empirlc‘al ! 
correlation. 
Bergles and ~tosehow('~.) i Water, 15-2000 
Superposition of con\ect-  
lvc and nucleate bu~ltng.  1 ~ ~ k o o l e d  b ~ i l i ~ ~ g .  
k'rprrlmcntal wlth 
I empirical correlation. I 
I 
 horn")!) 5Iod1fication i lvater  only. ~ ' u l l y  
to the worn of Jcnnes 
and 1.ottes. 
Dcngler and ~ d d o r n s ' ~ ~ !  
Verlical tube s:tturared 
boiling. Exper.snd emp. 
&~acbeth(~? '  Empirical 
corrcL?tlon. 
(28) 
Thompson and >lacbetti 
Ernplrical corrc1:ition. - 
Swenson(2? E m p l r i c d  
developed subcooled 
hoillng. 
Water, annular 
flow, saturated 
nucleate boillng. 
Water, low m a s s  
velocity regior. 
tyater, high mass  
I velocity rck<,ion 
High p r c s r u r e  r t e a r  
corrrlation. Fup. r\ :,I. i i*.ltcr, llquicl 
of wall tempernrtrre deficirnt r u ~ i o n  
profiles In snturntc r l  1 
nucleate br~l1111,:. I 
1 
I 
i 
r - 
f \<- .k Cited and Approach 
- 
i 
1 Hughma~! ')~)  Expert- 
mental c c r r e l ~ t i o n  for  
k i r i z o r i ~ a ~  tube - slug 1 now. 
4 
1 
! 
i 
{21) YcNelI> nnd Laxin 
and ~ o l r c ~ ~ ~ ~ ) c o r r e l a ! e d  ] err()-pk-re annular now 1 (?iucle%te Roiling). 
t - 1 Bennett 91)c~rreVati~n 
1 f o r  a n c h r  flow. ubes 
1 ~ ~ a r t i o e ' l t  p a n m c t e r  1 hsi- experimental. 
B 
Coll ier  and 
introduce a boiling 
a m b e r  for  two-phase 
am&r flow. 1 Ched2'?rced super- 
p c s l t i m  principle for 
8 bolllng m d  forced 
conuzciion effects in 
T r a n s f e r  Definition S u m m a r y  (Continued) 
Correlatlons and Reslslts 
(26,000 < Re < 4,500.000) 
w 
= -  h~~ fi t 
u =- ( C D U ) ~  29 A pLA(1--rl 
(qp/A~) gcD 
fL = 2 = f (mL pL/ut 
2Ut Pi
1600 c: ReL <: 4600 
hTP D J -  c ,  
4 = 1.15 [ ] rk]. l4 (I*) kL L 
.31 
.67 p - 3 1  pDe 
N u = O . 2 2 5 [ ~ ] . ~ ~ [ 2 ]  [ f ]  
hT, = hsL . 0.64 q' 11 
q in  BTU/hr ft2 
b = b . 6700 [h$ + 0.00035 (* ). 
st t t  
nucl. boilmg forced conv. 
number evaporation 
b ; hll conv. + h a o v  
79 .45 .49 . 2 5  
Cpi o t  gc 3 24 75 
hk = .90122 [ >25 .29 21 . 2l ] iy C~ S 
PL hig Dy 
8 b f c  = .023 (Rel). IPq)'4 2 F 
w h e r e  F = F(I&) = ( R ~ / R ~ L ) '  and 
1.25 S = ( R q .  F ) 
T a b l e  2-3. Hest  
Fluldrc. Processes 
Alr-water. air-oil. 
gas-oil; turbulent 
and lamtnar. 
Horfzontal s lug flow. 
Annular flow. 
Part . nuc. boil. 
Steam-water. 
Annular  flow. 
1 S a t u n t e d  nuc. boll. 
Steam-water. 
Annular flow. 
Saturated nuc. boil. 
Water. benzene. 
pen tme,  heptane. 
Annular Row. 
Saturated nuc. botl. 
Dfscussion of Gravity Effects 
Althor-gb derived for  two- 
component sys tems ,  appliczble 
to  single component system 
where mean void fraction 
obtnined f rum quality. 
Independent of gravity except 
f o r  s lug  reg ime Identlficaticn. i I 
No gravity etfects. Restricted 
to apply to  ear ly  a n n e a r  flow 
r e g h e .  
Bubbles do not burs t  film. 
Mechanism convectior~ and 
eddy diffusivity fn hqulli. 
No gravity effccts. 
No gravity effrcts; e r r o r  
d e n .  + 3 0 5 .  
CombLnes nucleate boiling and 
forced conv. evapornt ion. 
R a g e  of data to qualities of 
71% e r e  correlated within t 107. 
N o  consideration i s  givp.n to 
gmvi[y effectr. 
emplric%l correlations. 
Impingtng droplet e v a p r a t l o n  
neglected. ~ r a v i t y  effects  
not considered. 
Actbors add gravity effect to a 
1-g correlat ion of %ubcr 
(Noyes modif. ),vcxrify over two- 
fold change a/g. 
BennettfX1)for film boil- Steam-water. 
h g  reg ime wi:h dr):wall FiLm bol!lng. 
mis t  Eon.. E.xpcrimental Mist flow. 
with e m p i r i a 1  correln- 
Wer te  and Clark L?+ bot lhg  from 
correlation fr,r (q/A),,,,, Pool boiling. 
from 10-2 to I g for  
nucleate boflhg. 
-. 04 
hDe D U p ." 1/3 _L 
- =. 0 1 5 7 [ y ]  prt ti< < SO 
.84 
hDe -= .0133[--q--] DeUvPv Prl 1/3 L_ , 
kt D 
1/4 
(q/A)m,x = . 144 hfg 
-. 245 25 
x P r  
2-15 
It I~qpmerrtlly accepted that the correlation for the fully-developed forced-convection . 
nucieate pool-boiling regions,(= an11 D,can be established as an extrapolation of the 
pool-boiling cume. This suggests that (he fornl of the equation from fully-developed 
pool boiling will be valid for  .Aofr-hiling. in a modifitd form. The pool-boiling cunre 
thus is  extended to hie;her delta temperatures and higher heat fl~ues. 
The transition to the forced convection pool boiling region is smooth and the form of 
the correlalions for subcooling boiling a r e  retained whc:re Tf is  now replaced by 
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Figure 2-6. IIeat Transfer Regions anti Flow I!cgimes 12ro~ressively Change in 'ISvo- 
Phase Flow Forced Cvnvcction nailing (1:rcjm Collier, Iicf. 28) 
Correlations in this regi~t i  a re  independent of mass cluulity nnd mass  velocity. The 
ct,ntlition of const,uit tTSrIrr leads to t i  const:ir.! heat tr:~nsfer coefficient. 
The forced convection nuc1e:ife boiling region e i  olvos to :t two-j>hase forcecf caonvecti\le 
rc.gion,I< and I:,as Imiling cc~ntinues ant! c/u:ility increases. I)€'nglCler and Acldonls, 
Bennett 2~idotliers offer correlations for the tno-1~li:lse heat transfer coc.fficient hTp :ts 
a function of the lic~uici ph:tse heat transfer coc.:'ficient h~ mtl ,1Iarlitielli's ;(.rf tur1)ulent 
factor. 
Continuing the superposition principle clearly in:" .!w !:yo-ph:ise forced cmvec!ise 
region (predominmtly annular flow), the. 11e:tt transfer c~bt fficicnt i s  tlefineil hTp 
l i x ~ B  - hc by C!le:i (Table 2 -3j.  
;Is hcnt fli~u incrc:iscs ir, the nucle:i!e boiling rc3,ions,i), C :w:I 11,:u1(1 f l i c ~  gencrntion u f  
vapor increases , a critical l~eat  flus r.r.ginie 1?1:1y I,c. rc*:tc-hecl. 'rlir, nucleate boiling 
phc.nomena is  inac1equa:e to s:ltisfv the cbsistin~ u':iil heat flu.;. In f i l c h  fwo-phase forced 
con\t$ctivc regions, E xncl 1:. the att:iitirnent thfb critical hc:tt flus coincitles w i t h  
" tlrv O L I ~ "  o r  the sL:lrt of Ilie !iquitl tlefic~c-nt rcyioli, G .  134 rlh c.~:ll,irical, ~l:tc.lxth, 
:tntl ~~hcuomcnolo~icat  app~.o:~cIics hasre twcn tahtbn to cor.r.cl:itc~ tl:tt:i i t ,  thr.scb rc-ginns. 
Separate corro1:ltiuns :trc offc~red for llie low m x s s  \cloclA\ r.rsqic.ii ((; 6 5 \ 1:: 11) Iir 
3 f t - )  and thc high ni:tss veloui~v region. 
One of the merits vf the prol~oscd e ~ p e r ~ m e n t  lies iii the op[~ortuitit\. to i(lentify f l ( ~w  
regimes in the reduced-grarity en\rironmc~nt x~icl confirn-! the npl~licni)i l i f~~ o r  tion- 
applicahilit v of t hi. he:it f r:uisier corrc.lations for e:ich region. 
Prior evaluation of p:tvity-effects on tu'o-phasc fluid flow has been limited by thc 
inability to :tchicvc :~ccequate dur:~tion i n  rctfuced-gravit~. 'The hc:tt trllnsfcr process 
does not stabilize in n flowing system in  the time period :tvailal)lc in :tircr:tft or drop 
tcwer tests. In one-g, rot:ition ~ ) f  the titbe m i s  through 30" has l r ~ ~ i l  to different flow 
regime anci heat transfer perform:ulcc but has clone littie to cxy11;~in the anticip:~tcd 
perform:u~ce in reduced ar:tvity. ~\irct-:~ft tests Iiave been the most prociuctive in 
veri@ing a sensitivity to grn:ity level; 1iowevc.r ti111c 1iniit:ltions :und the l e ~ c l  of tlir. 
acceleration fielrl were both ~lnsatisfacto~y iol. iic.at transfer xn:ilysis. Itlr~p tower 
tc?sts, although prositling the true lo~\~-gr:ivity fic.ltl, :lrcb limited i n  110th time duration 
and size. Thus, thc ';pacc:lnl) environment ~vill :Lffor~l the firs! opportunity to esnminLa 
the I\s70-phase heat transfel. process nf h io  ~0:ltrollcd p:\i,i:y ievcl-.. 
SPACELAB EXPERIhlENT CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
Having established technological and scientific needs for an orbital experiment to 
collect engineering data for two-phase fluid behavior, this section defines a conceptual 
ezrpertment for Spacelab to acldeve this end. The objectives for combined regime 
definition, pressure drop and heat t rmsfe r  experiments a r e  outlined. An experimental 
apparatus i s  described which uses the fluids water and Freon. The data to be collected 
is  described a;d the experimental procedures are  discussed. Finally, the costs to 
deveiop this experiment for Spacelab we re  determined. 
3.1.1 FLOW NEC;I~IE/PRESSURE DROP EXPERIMENT. The predicted shift of two- 
phase adiabatic flow regime boundaries with change from 1-g to a low-g environment 
was discussed in Section 2. Previous cleasuren-.ents of this shift were handicapped by 
brief drlration of low-g available aboard an aircraft. An objective of this eqe r iment  
i s  to dete~mine flow regime boundaries for an environment of sustained near zero-g, 
a s  i s  characteristic of space flight. The sustained environnlent will piovide steady- 
state data. Further, the range of flow parameters should encompass the complete 
range of flow regimes at both 1-g and near zero-g. Then the boundaries at 1-g and 
near zero-g can be conlpared so  as  to provide a reliable definition of the boundary 
shift. 
Another objective is  to relate two-phkse frictional pressure drop to the influence of 
gravity. There i s  limited experimental evidence that frictional pressure drop 
increases with reduced-gravity due to changes in flow regime. A sustained low-g 
environment will enable a more reliable definition of this pressure drop increase. 
3 .1 .2  FLOW BOILING EXPERIMENT. The objective of the heat transfer experiment 
i s  two-fold: to establish modified one-g correlations applicable to the reduced gravity 
environment and to develop insight into the mechanhms of heat transfer in the absence 
of gravity. Current correlations depend on contributions of nucleate boiling and forced 
flow to define the heat transfer process. The magnitude of these individual contributions 
in reduced gravity must be determined. The heat transfer process fo r  fluid flow takes 
a long period to reach steady-state so  that no suftable test environments have been 
available to date. The heat transfer i s  regime dependent therefore it is significant to 
both define the regimes and collect the heat transfer data in a reduced-gravity environ- 
nient. 
OKLGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q U ~  
The candidate ccncepts in s*~bsequent discussion a r e  premised on providing hardware 
for two experiments, namely (a) a "Flow l legune/Pressur~ Drop E:xperimentn similar  
to that reported in Reference 20, and (b) a "Flow Boiling Eq>erimcbnt" in which a single 
con~ponent fluid enters a heated test section eithe. s ~ b c ~ l e c  or  at low vapor quality 
and exits at higher quality. Tlie two experiments, and perhaps others, may share some 
hardware compc,ncnts where economical and ftb3siblc without compromising experiment 
objectives. 
3 .2 .1  TEST SECTION SIZE. A s n ~ a l l  diameter tube has oltvious advantages in terms 
of corresponding low flow rates anci low mass,  volume, and power requirements for the 
harchvare. A limitation on size reduc!ion is inhcrez~t in t h e  requirement to visually 
identify flow patterns. Such Ide!~tification may be by direct observation o r  by viewing 
still o r  motion pictures. General D)-namics Convair ex~er ience  (lief. 20) was that a 
2.51 cm (1 inch) tii,mleter flow chumel was adequate in size for both direct observatian 
and l t i  mm motion pi, 'ures. Still photos were not made. It is  estim:ited tlmt the lower 
limit fur direct flow pattern iclentilication without optical aids i s  :ibout 1 cm diameter. 
This does not preclude using n nlaonificr to vie\\. flow in a local area,  but the value of 
a n  optical 3.id.j~ these circ~nnstanees is minimal. Sot only lvould thc apparent speed 
of motion be magnified, hut flo~sr pattern identification wmld be fut t l~er  inhibited by 
the limitetl field of \,iew. 
l~hotographic recording is less subject to the restrictions noted above. Still photos 
can he enl:>rged several times without significant loss of resoIution. AIotion pictures 
can be projected in slow 111olion nncf 'on a screen sized according to vieu7iug distance. 
Considering geometric accur:icy, larger sixe has advantages because thew will be 
proportionally less effect from diameter measurement e r ro r ,  roughness measurement 
e r ro r ,  presence of contaminating particles, o r  the intrusion of sensors. 
A test section L/D of 20 was used for the experiments reported in lieference 20. 
Observations were that the entrance disturbances could be seen to persist for various 
distances downstrean1 of the entrance. A t  the higher flow rates, i t  appeared that the 
flow pattern changes were occurring up to the test section exit. It was concluded that 
an L/I) of 20 was too low. 
Fitzsimmons (Ref, 24 ) reported the effect of an upstream flow disturbance on pressure 
drop through a bend which was located 56 dian-ieters straight downstream of the 
disturbance source. The nieasured bl' was about 1. (i times higher w21en the flew 
disturb:mce was created Ihan when i t  was not. This resrilt contrasts \i'ith single-phase 
practice in which 15 lo 20 tiianleters i s  recommended for the "recovel-y length." 
13ecovcl'y length is the  length of strrtighl pipe tiownstream of n disturb;mce (tee, bend, 
valve, ol.ifice, contraction, oxp:msion) for re-establishnlent of a fully-tieveloped 
straishc pi!,e flow. 
Considering the foregoing, the test section size selected for  further conceptual analysis 
i s  1.3 cnl (0 .6  in) ID by 90 cm (36 in) long, thereby providing an L/D of G O .  Although 
there  i s  the option of different test scctions of different s izes  f ~ r  the two experiments, 
the ad\.an:ages of l e s s  space and more  simplicity indicate that a single test section 
should s e n e  both es-periments if feasible. 
3 . 2 . 2  TEST FLUIDS. The flow rcgi:imu/pressi~re drop esyeriments reported in 
Reference 20 employed water and air. 'l'he more important critti5a which supported 
this selection were safety; the ubiquitous use of lmth fluids in engin!z~ing practice; 
and t5e estensive background of ground-based analytical and e ~ ~ e r i n l e n t a l  efforts with 
this fluid mixture, against which loi\'-g flight results could be compared. Further,  the 
gas being a i r  was readily compatible with an open loop using the aircraft cabin a i r .  
These same criteria apply to an esperlment aboartl Sp:icelab m d  lead to the same 
recommendation. 
If there is reason to zbandon the concept of tisir~g cabin a i r  in a11 open loop, then N2 is 
essentially equivalent in xxieeting all other criteria and has a further advantage of 
being relatively inen.  
Selec*ing 3 fiuid for the flow boiling experiment also requires consideration of safety 
and of properties similarity to fluids esyected to be used in space applications. 
Further, because it may be diffiei~lt o accurately measure heat eschmge with the 
environment, rt is desirable to apprortch zero heat esc11:wge by operating at near  room 
temperature. This also eliminates time deIays for the fluid and apparatus to chmge 
from roo= terr?pcrature to operating temperature. A vapor pressure of about one 
atmospilert at room temperature is tiesirable to minin~ize problems of lealiagc ;uld 
s t r e s s  in the !est section. A low freezing point may bc desirable so  that solid dves 
not foml in overboard discharge ports if there is overl>oarti discharge. 
It'ater i s  excellent in man?- respects, but has a highSh'freczing point arid a vapor pressure 
of  on?^ 2 .49  kWm2 (0.35 psi) at room temperature. At such a lo\\? pressure and low 
vapor density, the void fraction, a, and the vapor volunretric flow fraction, 8 ,  a r e  very 
high for a given quality, s. Pressures s o  'tow, and void fractions so high, a r e  not 
t-ypica: of es-pected applications. There is  the possibility of operating wiih water a t  
temperatures near 373K (2121.') and a pressure near one atmosphere. 
The ra r ious  halogen compound refrigerant fluids offer :L wide range c: vap?r pressure 
versus temperature characteristics. Considering safety, they a re  less desirable than 
water. Their tosicities range from low to moderate, and their  fl-~mmabilities range 
from nonflammable to "capable of furrninr: weskly con~bustible rnistures with air." 
Table 3-1 shotvs some propcxties of a selected few refrigerants in the range of interest. 
All have loiv freezing points. Of lhvse shown, Freon-11 is  nearest the r!esired 
charaeteris!ics discussed above. 
I 3- 1. ::oinc ~'a~cl ida te  l'luids f o r  l;'!ow 13oilillg Experiment 
. . . . . .- . - . .- - - . -. . ~ . - - .  -. . . .  - -  .- 
+OII  ;t : c t . , ~ ! t ,  , , I  i tit I , ,  ~ , i I l i  I ,  I t  ,I.,: I < I \ I L  
' +i,"I" .t l ~ l . , l  *' I l ~ l ~ ~ l , ~ ~ l , l  i,li'8!! \ . ,? i . t  ', 
Consirlern! iorl  is giver, ': nicohols, hydroczv!)c,n~, and olher mntcri:~ls of v:ipo:- 
pressurc1!ci7i:,.er:i!u~.e ~ ! ~ ~ i A i ' t ~ ? i < s l i ~ s  sini ;ar- to tile Frcons 01 Table 3-1. The 
I?ydrocal.buns ,!::ci :tlc.ohols l:..ilrc rejectr:d fo r  reasons of safety, esi)c:cial!y flammability 
:!u.! losicily.  :'? ~ I J . ~ L , : '  iu:?.r-y c?f g!vco!s, lick! oils, various tiit.lccL~-ic fluids, e ~ c n d -  
at~li: coo!:li:::., anti o:her r . e f~ ige rmts  re.i-c!aled propertics gcnc~-ali,,i less s : t t isfactoq 
t hitn I7rcoil- 1.: ~ y o ~ c w i c s  were rejected heca i~se  of ir?creased espcrimer;! ~~1 
cornp!c?;i!y i : ~  ciepzriil~g fi-c n; room ten~peralurc: fluids. 
. .- 
9 .  2. 3. 1 i:lo;l: l?c:gimc/~~ressu-;e I)rcl? Zxpei.lni::!l!:. - Fi~qrrzs 3-1  :ii~il 3-2 sh<.w a 
prq)osed 1-1::;:; cjf ct;)crziln:,. parameters ,  nanic:i! total mass  velocity, G,  fiyam 10 to 
640 l;::/st:c:--~~i~ (7400 to '!T2,000 ~b/hr - f t2) ,  a~d gas clu:iIitp, x,  from 0. 01  lo 0. 64. 
It is riesiral,le that the rru>Ge of paranleters  encompass !he distributed, segregi ted,  
and i.nterniitienl: flow rcg3:es for both I-g anc? low-g operation. liowever, increasing 
the range increase$; the time xnd resources  required to acquire enough data. Also, n 
prc1jn:inai-y calculation indicates that test  section pressure  drop wil l  be escessive a t  
combined nla:iimu.m G a.nt1 maslmum x,  and illat p ressure  drop will be accepiable if 
the oi)cr:lti!ly, regiiin onits  he shaded a r e a  of Figures 3-1 :und 3-2. The corresponding 
linllts are t.llt-n s 0. 16 a t  G .= 640 kg/sec-m2 ( 172,000 lldhr-ftz),  s 0.32 a t  G = 320 
kg/sec-m- (23(i, 300 11)jhr-f!~), and x 0. (i-l at CI . lri0 l ig/sec-rn~ (119,000 lb/hr ft2). 
The d.6 grid int.r:rser!tions uf :he operating region represent data points and would 
require nl~o i i !  Iri rni1;ulcs of c.pcration. In Llle near  zero-g cnvironmcnt uf Spacelah 
t h e  flow rcgirnc t~c~i!~lci:!rirbs :;re expected 1 0  shift nlort? f h a ~ l  SIIO\VI~ in Figure 3-2 for 
;I 10- '? I$-cnvi i .(~!~!l i ' . : ! ' .  , lief. ? i l  !. If the csp.jrin.cut C ~ ~ C I ' : ~ : ( : I -  ( I  'a!.lo:id Specialist) 
obscrvcs t i ) ? :  , i ~ c : i :  :: :.?~ifL (rccurs, Ile ril:ty estt:nti iht: rill.:%!: !,y retiucing. G to R set  of 
vnlur:s h::!~ I:ii: n!:ttr,is of Fiatre 3-2. To pi.ovitie for. l i l i - ;  contingency, t h c  time anti 
. . 
rCSOI11.L3,;:.; sll. .-: . ::!!o\v f~ l -  3twut eo data poir~ts. 
: 3 -  I 

3.2 .  3. 2 I:low I<oilil~g t.:y~t:rirrir:ni. '.;'!it: o!!i:r;:!l~:!:' I.zrr KC' 101- the  flow boiling experf- 
nl ent was  b:ise~j o n  ~cl~t:r;t!ly ~Jic s:t iilc (: rite 1.1:. *:.I;> :csst.ct fcir the  f lo tv  re.gimes/ 
pressLlre tlrop eq>c~1.il??cn!; i. 6:. , 11!(: rai, fc c;f !?!as., 1 elocities :~ntl clualities should 
encompass the d i s l r i l ~u t e t i .  ~;c?grc.p?rccl, ir:tcl::.!i:l-e~lt xckdrnes for  both 1-g and 
near zero-g. Tfic up;.~.nti!;!: r.i:gi ni:ij, i:, 1~'::ure;J3-;1 : m t l  :<-.I is based on liquid 
Freon-11 initially s \ i ) ~ u c '  :!t Sp:ici!:i!> :II!$<!.I!*! ,:nl\;:cv)t !itntpi:r:it~ll.;! :in(] pressure (= 2 9 . 1 ~ ~  
101 l i ~ / n ~ ~ ;  701<, 1-1. 7 psiai, t hell t~>;l>:~~lc.~t:: i~:t*cii:j.iisic:il\v upstrctan, of the test s e c t f ~ ~ ~  
to n selected 1o:vcr prcss:t~c :::~tf +c.!:ir~cr;it .'.fie? .:iltcrii?g :it I(.)l\. v:ipor qu;ility, t he  
fluid f lowing  n7it.lii11 I lit. t ~ . . - i  ;;c:r; it>r4 i,i.bi;:: . 1 :  ; . i ::; 71 u l ~ i  f 'L>~-?;i  1:: :~ntl  is01 hcrn~ally. 
., . Discharge from the  test  si.c:lioll is . r t  :! ,!'1,:1. : k ~ i : , ! ; ~  " : i t  i.11:ry 1,;- ;L!I :mount 
directly proportio!iu! tu  !;e:~tit:q ~-i!:t- >AI:! '  !::I ::r : c c  11 I:,,$: , \ :I  i i 4 . .  :\L l o  :?;:tss flow :-ate. 
Paranlcters corst:spc)~lc?i!~; 10 ~ J * ; * I I > .  :h<: l.::>!!,i:'::.l. ,-, !i:c (;ixratl~tg rc!;:io~~ :Ire 
n ~ x ~ i n ~ u n t  C J / A  .- 1. >5  w;i?:s 'i*::! :., ! t ! ; , *  . i > t : * ! .  ,: : I  : . 1 - , t ~ c ! ' . i i - : < ~  I I I , L X ~ J ) I U ~ I  Q - (j79 ~vatts, 
mrt.i;num n ~ a s s  vttlc,cit> i ;  !i> hs s ! ~ : - ! : ~ : :  , ;':2 . .; '::? i ! * , ' i > j .  - ![:!I, ~ ) : ; ~ s i ~ ~ l u : i ~  f ow <v = 0. 12 
kg/scc (923. 2 l l~/i lr) ,  ~ ~ : i i ! i ~ l ~ t . : ! i .  ! j ; , i ? i ~ ~ , ,  :t,-,;,\ts, 1 , <  a::.i,e i !70h !LlCl.'), and minimum test 
seciion prc.ssurc: p ,'i.ia 'T ~ . ~ \ ~ / ' ? : , ~ '  < >  p...::;. 
- .  I h e  operathg regiu[i s:lc;..!l i?: <r::::t-tr ':.-'; .,! :-:-.:.r*ci ij;l >'J " s t1  points." It is .  ,, 
estinla!cr! that ci])~~a!i:,.; . , : : I , ~  :e,i:lii c-t, \ :;; ;..: ::..:..at !Y>;:i i:1ir1!i:tA.i per set point, o r  
Figure 3-4. Baker Operating Regions, Flow Boiling Experiment 
56 minutes total. A s  stated earl ier ,  the exyeriment operator may observe reason to 
extend the operating region in the direction of lower flows. The option exists for 
extending the experimental range intc the  subcooled region. With 14'reon-11 stored at 
the  pressure an0 temperature coizditions statecf above, the degree of initial subcc oling 
available is 2.6K (4.7F). Time and resources for at least '$0 set  points should be 
provided. The proposed experimentaI data p1:m is limited to the single Spacelab environ- 
ment of 10-4 g, however opportmities for  data at  a second level of 10-2 g should be 
considered a s  further experiment definition continues. 
Examination of the operating region in Figure 3-3 also raises the question of data at 
qualities near one and in the superheated vapor region." Because of heater limitations 
(Section 3.2.41, dryout may not be achieved at the high mass velocities, however, this 
regime can be exam'ined at the lower mass  velocities. Figure 2-6 shows dryout 
occurring at qualities below one a s  the transition from the annular into the dispersed 
regime takes place (see also Figure 3-1). 
Data from the literature (Kirby, Iief. 29)was found which indicates the quality at dryout 
under normal gravity conditions. At this condition, n large and discontinuour decrease In 
the heat transfel-coefficient has been observed : ~ t  the inclicnted axial location whichcorres- 
ponds tocfryout of the annular film. This quality condition:tl dryout is s h o w  in Ffkwre 3-5 
for  Freon 12 tests (lief. 29). The 16.lmm cuncwith  G o f  49.3  pn/seL-cm2 is  close to 
our condi(itrn:,, 15. 2 mrn tubc with G of 1 4  Lm,r27r/sec-cn~2 : ~ t  he highest flow rate. The 
X g ,  QUALITY AT END OF ANNULAR FILM 
Figure 3-5. Freon 12 Dryout J3ata Indicates Dependence on Mass 
Velocity (Kirby, lief. 29) 
mzximum d e s l p  heat flux i s  I. 55 watts/cm2 for  GI with lower flaxes decreastng by 
factors of 2 to maintain C d i ( ;  constant (Figure 3-3 re fers )  except in the 5 psia  range 
where Q i s  ilrld cxonstmt f o ~ .  ! l ~ c  highest five mass fluses. lVit11 the selected heater 
s ize of 679 watts,  ()/'A - 1.55 watts/cmz, requireti dryout clunlities will typically exceed 
0.85 for the flov.7 ratos wider cvnsi~leration. T:~ble 3-2 intiicatcs the burnout heal flux 
fo r  our  eq)crimcidal  configur:tfion l~nseri on dcsigt, flow ratos anti the extrapolation in 
Figure 3-S .  It can 1)e seen t11:1t the qualities required lor iiryout to occur nre  in  excess 
of those cxpected Csr the cxp!:rimellt rlcsign proposed, tlic:rc:fore, to achieve burnout, 
the hriitur p ~ i w c r  wo:ild h:lve to ho iricre;tsc~i cn2cr thr design \.nluc for rn:rss velocities 
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Table 3-2. Burnout Qualities ant1 IIealer Power 
G kg/sec-m2 640 320 160 80 4 C 20 10 
Planned Q/A watts/ 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 0.775 0.388 
watts/cmZ 
Outlet Quality at  -0.85 -0.91 "0.94 -0.9G -0.97 "0.98 "0.99 
Burnout xg 
GI  through G5. The proposed experiment does no1 include test points for  these conditions 
due to the excessi\re heater power required, however t h i s  matter should be examined 
further in the detailed design phase. It should also be noted that in  lev; g:avity flow 
regime changes may initiate :try out contii(isns at lower flow rates and c~ualities than in 
normal gravity. 
3.2.4 TIIST SECTION Ili.:r\'i'EJC;. cr i ter ia  for the test section heating concept 
include the following: 
1. A unifornl <>/A is  required so that mc>asurement of total Q and total A will 
yield an accurnt e Q/A for any position on thc test section. 
2. Since visibility a!l(l photogrsphic recordhg of fluid hehavior arb  important, 
the hcnting technique w,~tsi not sippificantly degrade this cap:ibility. 
3 .  The technique niust be compstiblc with the  n~x..imum r:lte desired and with 
Spacelah utilities cnpahi! ities. 
The concept of a forced-convection kot water jacket surrounding the  test section was 
analyzed but rejected because it did not pmvldc. :I uniform source 1emper:lture o r  
uniforni ()/A. The concept c f  an electrically conductive, trmsparent coating on o r  
inside a 1.5 cm (0. G in) ID by 90 cm (36 in) long tube was pursuetl with a n ~ a n u f i x t u ~ e r  
I 
of electrically heated aircraft windshield materials. The performance parameters 
representative of current technology were a power input of up to 0.78 watts/cm2 
(5 \vatts/in2), visible light transmittance of 70 to 80i1, 'and recommended film 
resistivity in the range of 6 to 25 ohms/square. it'hile th i s  performance wcxlcl have 
been minimally acceptable (less than 10 watts/inz), the manufacturer rejected thr- 
concept of film deposition in o r  on the tube a s  technically too difficult. A n  earlier 
investigator used a thin transparent metal fi:m deposited on the inside of a glass tube 
with Freon 22 a s  the test fluid at heat fluxes up to B watts,/crnz, (lief. 30).  This 
approach should be pursued further during the detai'Ied ciesip phase to evaluate light 
transmittance in their work. Also, fiis data indicates an alarming difference in 
surface finishes f o r  gIass versus stainless wliich must he considered further. 
The third concept analyzed was a spiral wrapping of electrical resistance wire around 
a transpnr2r.t tul~c. \\-'it11 fine wire and some spacing of t u n s ,  the v iex of the interior 
woul(i ~ . o !  I)e sip~ificantly ot)scurcd, I'hc mntc:rial of the. tube should have high thermal 
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conductivity to promote heat t ransfer  in the intended direction. Representative 
conductivities a r e  K - 0.20 watts/m-I; (1.4 13tu-in/hr-ft2-F) for  c l ea r  acrylic 
(Lucite), K -. 1.25 watts/m-K (8 .7  ~ t u - i n / h r - f t 2 ~ )  for glass, and K = 1.9 watts/m-K 
(13.2 ~tu-in/hr-f t2-F)  for fused silica (quartz). 
Resistance wire  calculations were  based on compatibility with the flow boiling experi- 
ment operating rtgion described in Section 3.2.3.2 and shown in Figure 3-3. The 
maximum potver stated i s  679 watts, and minirnurll po\irer, correspondirig to Gmin = 
1/64 G,,, is 10. G watts. This implies a controllable voltage supply from an ac 
source. At 115 VAC maximum, the minimum worrld he 1.8 volts. The resistance 
corresponding to  115 volts and 679 watts i s  19.5 oluns. Table 3-3 shows some 
candidate wire nlaterials and s izes ,  and thc lengths having 19.5 ohms resistance. 
Figure 3-G shows the relationship of wire length, axial pitch, and n u n h e r  of helical 
turns a t  1.78 cin (0.7 inoh) pitch diameter round a tube of 90 cm (3G in) length. The 
alloy 55(,7 Cu 45% Xi (commercial nanles Copcl, ~ o n s t a n t r m j  shown In Tpble 3-3 
has the favorable characteristic of an unusu~l ly  low temperature coefficient of 
resistance, this being ? 0.2 x loa4  ol~ns/ohm/C (I?ef. 31 ). From Table 3-3, the 
Cop 11 AWG 24 size has a length of 8.2 m (26.9 ft) for 19.5 ohms, and from Figure 
3-6, 8.2 m (26.9 fl) length would make 1-15 turns a t  an  axial pitch of G. 4 mnl (0.25 
in). The wire t l ianeter  being 0.51 nim (0. 0 2 0  in) ,  them ~ r : ~ l d  be a view obstruction 
of 0.51 mm (0.020 in) p e r  6.4 m m  (0.25 in) tube length, o r  8Z. One could choose 
a i~o thc r  s ize,  such a s  .4\V(; 30, having a diameter of 0.25 1 mm (0.010 in). The 
corresponding p a ~ a n i e t e s s  :%re a length of 2.01 m (5.69 ft), 32.5 tc rns ,  an axial 
pitch of 2'7. 9 n1m (1. 1 in), l u ~ d  a view ok)st~uctio~l of 1' ; .  'I'he A\ilG 2-1 s i x  at 0. 64 m m  
'rnl~le 3-3. l i e ~ f s t ~ m c c  \{'ire Characteristics 
18.5 21;. !I (;(I. I ,  
11.7 11;. 9 :In. I 
7.33 10.6 24.0 
4 .  I; I I;. I;!) IS.  I 153 
1-21 9. l h  I I!) 
5.51; 71.6 
3. 7!1 17 .0  
. 29.6 
l 3 . G  
Figure 3-6. Helical Configuration Resistance \Vire L'incling 
(0.25 in) axial pitch is  preferable for uniformity of heating and the resulting 8 Y  view 
obstruction is  considered acceptable. 
Another part of the tube heating concept i s  that a transparent, insulating jacket may be 
used to reduce heat loss from the resistance wire to ambient. Figure 3-7 i s  a 
transverse section view showing a jacket of clear a c q l i c  (1,ucite). The square section 
provides flat surfaces which a re  preferable optically to a curved surface. The space 
between the quartz tube 0 1 )  and the jnclie: ID tvill contain the  helical tube wrappinl: of 
resistance wire, and may additionally be filled with a c:ear, inert dielectric liqutrl of 
l o ~ v  vapor pressure.  'The purpose of the licluitl is  to in~prove uniformity of heat 
conduction from the resistance wire to the ti!bc wall. 11 c.;lndidate fluid far thie 
applicati.*n is I T - 1 3 ,  which is  reported by t h e  m;inufnctart~r to 1)c ~wnflammable, 
highly ii crt to rhemical reactions, and "c:.qsentially i~on-lo:iic under normal industrial 
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\ I l l  1.52 Chf (0.G W) r- - 01) 1.78 Chl (0.7 IN) 0 
CI.EAII -----" - i io l t l . ;  1-90 ChI 
l ~ l 1 ~ ~ l . ~ C ' l ~ l t I ~ ~  (0 .75  IN)  
I.lr>llrL) 
c l . E , l l t  t\l'llYI.l('  .JACKk:'r 
Figure 3-7. T r a ~ s v e r s e  Section, Tube 
and Jacket 
conditions. " Some of the properties af 
FC-43 at room temperature a re  n -:apor 
pressure of 0.3 mm Hg, a dielectric 
s t r e ~ g t h  of 56 kV per  0.254' cm (0. I in), a 
thermal conductivity of 0.085 watts!m-K 
(0.0 19 ~tu-ft/hr-ft2-F), w ~ d  visible light 
transmittance of about 99% through 1 cm 
thickness. 
Calculal!qns indicate that with a jacket of 
the ccnfigurati~n described, heat loss to 
ambient will not exceed 2'; when power is  
applied at the mavirr~um rate of G79 watts. 
The jt.cket described may a!so be designed 
s o  tkzt it constitutes a secondary contain- 
ment barrier  providhg added assurance that 
test fluid will not escape into the Spacelab 
rnodule atmosphere. ?'he jacket of clear . 
acrylic is also n protective covering for the 
quartz tubc against dan>a,rre in handling. 
3.2.5 FIJUID 3IAEACEhI ENT CANDTU;ITE COh'CLP'i'S. The term "fluid managt.ment" 
i s  used to mean the basic flow configuration involving the fluid source(s), the test 
section, and the hardware for disposition of the mixed phwe fluid after exit from the 
test section. The approach t:d<en was to assess  fundmental practicality of severs1 
candidate configurations in order that tht: least practice1 could be dropper1 from further 
consideration. The remaining cartdidates were subjected to a more  tietailed study. 
Initially, the hiro experiments were considered separately for evaluation of the carZtdates. 
Later the 'amenability of candidates for integration was one of the evaluation criteria. 
Also, evaluation was within the context that the experiment hardware shall be contained 
within a double rack of the Spacdab module. Each candidate concept was given a titIe 
reflecting fluid management characteristics and has been illustrated by a flow schematic 
of only sufficient detail to enable this initial screening. 
3.2.5.1 Single Pass,  Overboard Dump (Figure 3-8). 
a. Flow Regime/l'ressure Drop Experiment (la). The voltme of stored gaseous S2 
corresponding to the 46 data points of Figure 3-1 at one minute per data point i s  
about 0. 113 n13 (4  ft3) at 6895 W/mZ (1000 psia). \ilhile this volume is  not 
excessive r e l ~ t i v e  to the volume in a Spacelab double rack, the concept do- as not 
comply with the safety constraint in Reference 32 that "pressure vessels shall 
normally be instnlleci es ts r ior  to the Spacelab c:~bil~;" :u~d it does not conform 
with the principle of "clesipp for minin~urn hazard" (l{i:1. 32 1. Therefore, this 
concept was dropped from further consideration. 
! 
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sIi (3 
12, Flow I<mme/I're8uure I>rop Experiment 
b. Flois. Boiling Experiment ( lb).  
eon- The quantity of stored F: 
11 correspondhg to the 28 se t  
GAS, r t ~ c u  points of Figure 3-3 at 2 minutes 
IIISTUL{E 
OV E I ~ ~ . ~ I ~ l . l  
per set points i s  111 Kg (245 ib) 
with a volume of 0.075 m3 (2.64 
ft3). It appears that the safety 
requirements relating to 
pressure vessels can br let  
by operating at  pressures of 
ambient and lower. The s d e t y  
reqairements relating to toxic 
LIE \TED -.. GAbz LIQ'7 I) 
r i s  r -t. c'no: I-, I I I X R R ~ .  materials (Ref. 32 ) can be met 
oVF3I'%(>AR:) by double containment. Some 
u 
lbl Flow I1t:llir.e t:.xperlu~cnt 
question renlains a s  to whether 
overboard discharge of Freon- 
*-,. Figure 3-8. Single Pass, Overboard Dump Concept 11, or  any fluid, will be 
permissible at the rates for 
this experiment. It is assumed that timing of the experinlent : ~ d  cfirect.ion of the 
discharge from the vehicle can be such that this approach \\-ill be approtred. 
3 . 2 . 5 . 2  Single Pass, ction Concept (Figure 3-9). 
a. Flow ~ e g i m c / ~ r e s s u r e  Dfop Experiment (2a). This configuration does not resoive 
the pressure vessel safety problem described for the preceding c o ~ c c p t .  :llso, the 
low pressure receiver would have a volume of 7.5 rn3 (265 ft3). 'This configur:ltion 
w a s  drcpped from further considcra- 
tion. 
G A S / L I Q L ~ D  b. Flow- Boiling E-xperiment (2bj. 
I1 IST1:R E 
R E C t X E f i  The lou7 pressure receiver 7-1 - 
14.7 p i 3  0 volume would have to be over 5.4 m3 (190 ft3) for the ser ies  
5.. of set points of Figure 3-3. 
G.45 0 This configuration was dropped from further consideration 
because the volume is  excessive 
3 1  Flow R r e l m r  I'reu~urr I)rop E.xpertment for  a 1oc:ition xvithin the Space- 
~:: \S~Lli>CID lab module. 
.\IlSTl.'RE 
llE.4 I ' E 9  
1.11 E. .S - .I~:<TSF.~..T- 3. " 5 . 3  Fluid Collection, Batch 
Recycle (Figitre 3-10]. 
31 F l w  I ~ I , I I ! : ~ C  i‘.uperimrnr a. Fiolv Re$me/~'ressure Drop 
Figure 3-9. Single Pass ,  Collection C:oncept f<s;)eriment (3a). The operating 
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scheme ir that test sectfor! 
ciischarge for n few minutes of 
uperaiion undcrgoe.; phase 
sc:i)ar:~tion ?:!(I collec:ion, the 
tezt st?ctiwt ilow is interrupted, 
and the collected fluids a r e  
pumped back irito thc supply 
v e s s e i s .  'I'he recycle rates tire 
n i~ch lower th:rr; aid essenti311y 
indc-penden t of test sect ion f l w v  
r.:! t es. S:q,ply and collcc>tion 
3al Flow I ~ r ~ i n ~ e l l ~ r c r s u r c  Drop E v p e r i n ~ r r ! ~  vcssei:: s m d l  relative to 
those in jjrevi9::s corfiguratit~ns, 
an:] 1fcfcl.enc~rr 3 2  nllc)ws th:it 
sr:~:i!\ pl'essure vessel.-; nlnj- be 
1 
i ~ l ' ~ V i < ! C ( l  t:etby (lo not linve u 
-I.EUT SUC.I.I(%:-- ~cc.:: I f :::FG credilltca e>q>!osi~c f:~ilure rr~otle 
an(! tlicir fai!i;rth wi l l  11r.t f::\pciSc 
.. , .- 
tile crew oS ?.chi& t o  hazar:!, ' 
.* 
;\I.'TEH::.>TE - 
vessel volunles a r e  
detel-n~ined t!lc (.fnia point of 
351 FIorr. H o l l l n ~  E x p e r i m ~ ? n ~  
rn:lx-imla:~ ni;iss \ei.?city ;u,d 
Figure 3-10. F1:lid Collection, Batch ltecycle E I : L Y ~ I I I ~ ~ I I ~  q3:ili:y S!XI\I:II in F i k ~ r e  
:r -1, x - ~ d  Lj. ,I ct.i!eri!,~~ of Ont: 
minute of flow per data point. T;:.lsc voltu>los arc  0.5 ft3 at 1009 ?:i:i T o l -  the $:is 
silpply vessel :-md 3.1. 1 ft:' a t  1-1. 7 psi:, for the gas recciit:r. ,';i~!ct. tht: 1:itter 
volume is  exccssivc, :uld the fluid mmilagcment confikqration i s  uric!esir.ahly 
complex, this conc.>pt was dropped from f u ~ t h c r  considcratiun. 
b. Flow BoIltng Experiment (3b). In this co!~cept t t e rc  a r e  no Ial7r;e voiumcs because 
the test fluid vapor i s  condenserl. The alternate chonfl~aration sholn in I ' iq~re 
3-10'0 has an advantage of somc levelling of the collrienser flow r~ t e .  t!owever, 
design 'and development of any zero-g condenser ~roultf be a nlilch ntorc. estet~sirt: 
and uncertain tu~clertsking than for the uther c ~ l ~ l p < ) : I ( ' ~ i t ~  b e i r ~ :  e~a!:;~f(.tf. l q h i s  wah 
judged to be sufficient reason to drop thc concept i1.m: furt11t.r con.-idt.r:iticn, 
3 .2 .5 .4  Continuous Liquid :md Gas Rc.evcle (I:iqirc :I- 11) 
a. Flow Regimc/~'ressure Drop i:?iperimenL (.la). b~ this cor;eept L 2 1 c ~  <:is is c;ibin ;iir 
and the entire cabin serv.ja a s  a collection :ind ;ourcc: \.essr:l. ('onfro1 of flolr 
rates is by val-inl~lo s l ~ c ~ c r l  con! rols 011 i l :~ :  I,!otvcr a:.[( j3::111p. ' I l l is  :<?!>roach \V:LS 
successful i n  :went :tircrnft fligh: f:spcl,il:lr:nf.; ri l l  I..).;, !!!!;is,* f lui t is  !letl:tvior 
(Iief. ''0 ). '!'h(! co1111)itl~~!t c:1ectric:il p(lx?r (!CI?I:U~~! 4 i ,  l I i r 8  i>~.i~i?\>i~lg Y ~ ~ I ~ ~ > O I ~ C I \ : S  is 
fa!r!r- hi!:h. 
-. a. 
3-1; 
r>t::i' 
-1 b. Flow Boiling Experiment (4b). Continuous recycle involves condens- i LIQLTD Hz0 ing. For  reasons stated ear l ier ,  a condenser requirement i s  sufficient 
. r -T .EiTT.'S 
- .  reason to drop this concept from 
further consideration. 
CABIS AIR 3.2.5.5 Continuous Liquid Recycle, Gas 
Overboard (Figure 3- 12) 
l a )  Flow Rerre/Presuun Drop 
zwn.lce;r a. Flow Re.@me/Pressure Drop 
Experiment (5a). This concept 
includes a high pressure gas i-or*-l storage vessel and is dropped for 
I I I L'QL7D reasons stated earlier. I 
i b )  F?OW ~r.;irtq Experiment 
Figure 3-11. Conrhuous Liquid and Gas 
1iec;-cle 
b. Flow ?aili?g Ex~er iment  (5b). 
Coc~pared with total overboard 
discharge this concept c m  reduce 
the qumtity o f  stored Freon-11 
fnmm 111. 1 kg (2.15 lhs) to 13. G kg 
(30 lbs). The quantity expended 
overboar:l i s  likewise about 13.6 
kg. 
3.2 .5 .6  Concepts Screening Summary. All of the concepts havfilg high pressure gas 
storage were dropped because of the safety constraint. The objection to high pressure  
gas storage vroula be diminished i f  the pressure vessel were located on a paJlet, but 
even then, the concept would *=lolate the principle of design for minimum hazard. If 
use of a pallet were acceptable, then cryogenic storage could be considered. 
Also, all of the emeepts h a v b g  collection vessels for test section effluent were 
_dropped becaczse ~f e.xcessive volumes for  the collzcted gaseous phase. Thc voiume 
requirements a r e  directly related to parameters of test section flour area, maximm 
mass velocities, and flow durations per s e t  point which were established earlier. If 
the collection s o l m e  could be reduced by about an order of magnitude through an equal 
reduction in the p&ct of the parameters named, then the concepts with batch recycle 
could remain in co~sideration. However, the batch recycle would be undesirably 
complex and time c~nsuming. 
Table 3-4 summarizes the concepts screening results. Preferred concepts a r e  lb ,  
.la, and 5b. In the event overboard discharge i s  not acceptable, the alternate flow 
boiling concept preference i s  4b. 
L GAS 
OVEIUOARD 
5x1 Flow Redme/Preesure Urop E.\perlment 
I G.4S 
OVERBOARD 
5bI Flow Ibllin~ hApcriment 
Figure 3-12. Continuous Liquid Recycle, Gas 
Overboard 
3.2.6 EXPANDED CONCEPTS 
DEFE?IT7r:N. The concepts 
which passed the screening a r e  
here defined in greater detail 
for  the purpose of further evalu- 
ation. The two experiments a r e  
f i rs t  dealt with separately, and 
subsequently the integration of 
experiments is address& 
3.2.6.1 Flow ~ e g i m e / ~ r e s s u r e  
Drop Experiment. Figure 3-13 
is a detailed flow schematic based 
on the concept 4a sho~vn in Figure 
3-11. The test section has bees 
previously described in Socttons 
3.2.1 and 3.2.4. The controls 
include valves Y-1, V-2, and 
V-3 for  isolating the test section 
from fluid management components. 
From F i & , r e  3-1, a requirement is calculated for a 176 to 1 range IH water flow and 
for a 1024 to 1 range in  a i r  flow. Experiment operation may reveal that even greater  
ranges a r e  desirable. Figure 3-13 shows variable speed contmls (also knowxi a s  
2a Single IQIYS, - Flow Ilcglmcs/ 289 99.1 ;.iunc! Ye s Exccsslve Volume 
Col l t~r t ion I'rcuuurc I h o p  (637)  (3500) 
Table 3-4. Concepts Screening Summary 
2b S111glc I'nsu, Flow H ~ i l t n g ~  111 6.38 Nonc Yes Exccsvlve Vulumc- 
Col1c.t tion (2.15) (1901 
( ' I J I I c ~ . ~ ~  
3n Collcctlot~, 1:low Ilc@mcs/ 9 4.0 None Y e s  Excesslvc Volumc, 
Dntcli Itccycle I'rcsuu r c  f)rop i20) (140) 
36 Collection. Flow Ib l l l ng  :G 0.51 Nonc . S c  a Zero-g Conc1cnst.r 
Batch Itc-cycle (33)  (18) DL.velopmc.nt 
I:upcrfmcnl 
4e Conlinut)uu Ilccycle, Flow I t i ~ g i m t ~ ~ /  5 0 .  006 Nonc tin - 
Al r/H20 i ' rcssurc~ I ~ r o p  (10) (0.2) 
Jb Co~~tlnuouu ltccyclc I~lotv  Ik111tr.g 5 0 .  OOii  Konc \ < a s  %cro-g Colttlcnsrr 
(10) (0.2) I)cvclq~m-nt 
Onl~d.trd Ftttltls Fluids 
i bc l -b ; l r t l  
kg  (It?) 
- 
\\ 'cl~l;t, 
kg (Ibs) 
\'oIu!ne 
m3 (tt3) 
Co~tcc.l)t 
ItcJt.ctcd 
1 
-- 
IleJectlor) . 
Cr l t c r ln  
i r e  3 Flow ~ iedme/Pressure  llrop Experin~ent Flo\\t Schematic 
actjustable speed controls) fo r  the pump and blower motors. The performance available 
from such controls is precision, st cpless speed adjustment over rmges  up to about 1000 
to 1. It rnay bc necessary to limit the speed range due to performance characteristics 
of the pump and b)o;vcr. The valves V-4 and V- 5 shown in F ip rc .  3-13 provide a 
varial-)le k p a s s  capability for control of low flows to Lhc test section. 'I'alvrs Xr-6 and 
V-7 a r e  like V--1 anc! V-5 c,scrlpt that they a re  much smnller and 2.: for vernier coi,:rol. 
of b ~ ~ a s s .  The con:hir,ation of varinblc, speed and varinhle bypass h a s  at least three 
objectives: (a)  to achirvc the extreme flow ranges desired, (t;) to enxble precise flow 
settings, and (c) to avoid estrenle power inc.fficiencies. 
The liquid/gas separator operating range is the same as  the test section range (Figure 
3-1) and is  extreme in both flow and quality. Figure 3-11 is  the specification control 
drawing fr?r :he motor-driven, centrtfuppl liquid/gas separator which is  mentioned irr 
Referetwe 20. This unit operated satisfactorily over wide flow and quality ranges, and 
during aircraft  flights, with a g-level e.xposure range from near zero to sligl~tly more 
than (2. It also operated in sustained I -g during ground test:;. A unit of this type i s  
proposed for the concept of Figure 3-13. A two-speed motor control is adequste to 
enable t'he higher speed for sustained 1-q ground operation and the lower speed for 
sustained near 0-g operation in Spacelab. 'The l iquid capacity of the separator i s  
sufficient to serve 3s an accumulator, thereby :iccepfinl: variations in test section 
liquid holci-up. 
Tentative locations of flow, pressure, and ten~pcrature tr,mstlueers a re  shown In 
Figure 3-13, but furtl.cr defini t ion o f  t h ~  mc.;isurcn~cnts :u1i1 data concept is in a 
subsequent sisction. 
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. \ - k l ix tu re  inlet 3.0 d ~ o m c t c r -  J - P i c k - u p  t u b e  s u p p o r t  
j 3 - In l e t  1,df r l e  r u r a l i n <  u i t h  drum K-Unxt h e i ~ h t  16.0 mallmum 
C - l ' o t . i t ~ n q  Jrum L-l!nrt width 12.0 mdximum 
U - O u t l e t  d ~ r  b . ~ f l l c  r o l a l i n q  H-Unit d e p t h  16 .0  m~x%mum 
r ~ t h  drum N - D r ~ v e  motor  
E- . \ t r  o u t l e t  3.0 d i r r n e t c r  P-Drum b e a r i n g  s u p p o r t s  
f - L t y u t d  p ick -up  t u b e  y-l)-um r o t a t i n g  p r r t  l l ~ l u t  J seal 
C - L x . t u ~ d  o u t l e t  0 .50 d x a n e t c r  t u b ~ n g  
Il-1'1ck-up t u b e  s p l d a h  b o f r l e  
R:.:GUIH!I?!(:STS: ( s e p a r a t o r )  
: J c s t ~ n  r o t r c i o n . t i  spec t i  of drum 550 rpm moximum. 3 Numinal  j t ~ t t c  1 ~ q u t d  vo lumr  opyroxim.s le  l y  3 0 0  In  ( . r tor . lnc  vulumc) .  
01r.c :GF tu IU-UIS GU i' .Gd 
110 FSCt'J FEDERAL 
CAT HFiDEK H6-1' 
CONVA!R DlVfClON OF G L I ' I L ~ \ ~  
SAI4 DIFGO CALIFGRF..,. 
CF'CDA.L DYNAMICS  
Figure 3- 14. Lfquid/Gas Separator Concept 
The principal performance parameters are shoun in Table 3-5 and a re  based on the 
operating region shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. The maximlam test section pressure 
drop estimate is an extrapolation from measurements i n  a similar system (Ref. 20 ) 
anc! i s  rcqsonably ccnsistent with calc~ilation by a method applicable to two-phase, 
hamogcneous, turbulent flow (TleE. 22;. SI~ t imum input power to the pump and blower 
was calculated from the rn,ucirn:m pressure drop and t h e  estimated efficiencies of 
cemponents as shown in Table 3-G. T!le estimated power requirement for a llquit!/gas 
separator of the type described in Reference 20 is 75 watts. The estimated total 
maximum power to flow components only ji. c . ,  escluding lights, camera, and other 
dara nccpi~i?!on co:?iponc.nts) is 857 watts. 
Table 3-5. Eiarchvare Performance 
Estimate, Flowf Eiegime/Pressure 
Drop Experiment 
1 oral \ lass  ~ c l o c t t y ,  II to I; 40 liwscc-ni:' 
; ontrollable (0 to 54.6 Ib/rnin-inz) 
Pump I.1quid Flow. 0 to 0. 116 kg/sec 
Controllable 10 to 15.3 Ib/mlnl 
blower Gas Flow, 0 to 0.019 kg/sec 
Cuntrollztble (0  to 2. 15 lb l rn in~  
~ ~ u a l i t v .  Controllable 9 to 0 . 6 4  
Test Sectton Lp. 30.7 k~ !m2 
\ I a i m u m  ( 3  l b / i n ~ )  
.illower -p. \laxlx. TBD" 
Pump 2). ?.I% TBD* 
- 
':\s.sun~inr: a ntotor-driven. rotnr?. separator. 
the separntor will deliver liquld at 1 3 tbst 
i s  poiilivc: hut lcnv compared with pump 
masln~urn :p. 
-'Bv 517inr: tflc plumbinl: other thdi the test 
.;ectibn for low pressure  drop. the pump and 
'Ilmver ~ p . 3  wi!l be n r~s r lc  rqu:il w d  only 
;li<htly higher tlwi tci t  s r c t l ~ : ~  ..I). 
Table 3-7. Hardware Performance 
Estimate, Flow Boiling E x ~ e r h e n t  
Total Mass Velocity. 0 to Gl9 K ~ s e c - m o  
Controllable (O to 5 4 .  ~b/mtn-m2) 
Tow Flow. 0 to 0. 117 K d s e c  
Controllable (0 to 15.42 Ih/minl 
Ifeatinq Rnte. 0 to 680 watts 
Contmllablc 
Quality 0 to 0.6 
Liquld Flow. 0.116 K~!sec 
3lo~1rnurn ( 15.34 Ib/minl 
Vnpor Flow. I). 011; Kg/qec 
\laximum ( 2 .  ; I  Ib, n l i n ~  
Test  Section ;p. % C W / ~ "  
\laxLmum 11.9 1b,in2) 
Test Fluld Storage I l l  Kg 
Copact@' 1,245 lb) 
Table 3-6. Flow Components Power 
Estimate, Flow ~eg imes /Pressure  
Drop Experiment 
Water Air 
I)lowcr 
J : ~ . b . u n l  Flow 2 .  320 
i'u\\er. w:ltts 
3 . 2 . 6 . 2  Flow Bailing Kxperimcnt, Overboard 
Duxp Concept. Figure 3-15 is a tietailed flow 
scheni:~t ic based on concept llr, sho~vn in  Figure 
3-?. The test section and heater have been 
described in Sections 3.2. 1 and 3 . 2 . 1 ,  respect- 
ively. The supply tank f o r  liquid Freon 11 will 
contain :I zero-g acquisition device a s  described 
in Sei-tion 3 . 2 . 9 . 4 .  Isolation valves V-1, V-2 
and 1'-3 are  open only during ek~erinlent  
operation. 11-1 and R-2 a re  adjustable static 
pressure reguiators. Forward pressure 
regulator R-1 is  set and reset to deliver each 
of the several lower test section pressures 
s5own Ln Figure 3-3. Back pressure regulator 
R-2 i s  adjusted to obtain the desired flow rnte 
at each selected test section pressure. The 
R - 1  to 11-2 presscre difference will be the 
pressure drop of the test section. An alternate 
procedure i s  to set R-2 first and adjust R-1 to 
obtain the rle:,ired tlow rnte. Tentative 
locations of ~r:mstlucers a re  show? in Fikwre 
3-15, but further definition of the measure- 
ments arltf dat:c cuncept 15 in :t subsequent 
section. 
Table 3- 7 ~itrnn1:~rizcs m;ijor perfc~mlmce 
charactc~~is t lcs  o f  the cxqt-riment flow 
componc*!~ts. ?.liixln?unm clt.ctrica1 ptlwei- 
F i ~ r e  3-lri. Schemntic. Flow Boiling Experiment, Liquid Recycle Conccpt 
~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ l ~ : ~ . A ~ l  f , ~ l I I l ~  .F: 
~ v t : n n o A I I I )  
,I{-2 
TllASS1)lICk:lt~: 
Irrcssurc 
fl -remi,crature 
Flow 
llower, watts 
0 Quality 
~ ~ i & l . ~ s l l l l I ~ ; ~  I I (  
1 .a r31t lS1'llFi~l~; 
- ~ \' :s 
. - 
.--- 
.-. I , ~ ~ ~ ~  : j - l B .  ~chen ; ;~ t i c  , Floiv lloilinp I ' s ~ e r i m e s t ,  O\.~lrf.l,olrd E r n ~  Concept 
consumption fur these components only (excluding lights, camera, and o ther  data 
:~ccpisition elements)  is cstim:~ted to be 700 \vr.tts nnd i s  clue to the c lec t r ics l  heating 
sp:\c.~:f,:\Ii blOl)[!l .t~ 
.-- 
_ _ _.-- 
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I~r '?~s l l ro  
a 'ren111cr;tture 
Fltlw 
i'ower, watts 
0 (~u;l:lty 
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5 .  2. f .  3 Fiotv noilin!: Exyerimen!. Liquid Secycle Coi~cept.  Figure 3-16 i s  a det;lilcd 
fl'nr- *c]ien,ntic I);i>e(l un concept 51) sho\vn in Figure 3-12. The test section ;md heater 
11;~r-e l l c ~ - : i  .lcscribc,l in Sections 3. 2. 1 :lad 3. 2. 1, respcctirels.  The supply tank for 
liqoil! I:p.on- 1 1  .l.-ii! contain :I zero-g acquisition (levice as dcscrif)ed in Section 3 . 2 . 9 .  I .  
.---- 
_____--- @ ~ s r t a ~ j l c  
Slwcd 
Isolation valves \'-I, V-2, V - 3  and V-4 a r e  nornlally open only during experiment 
operation. The liquid loop can be scavenged in a manner tc~ return liquid to the supply 
tank by c~perating the pump whiIe \'-I and V-2 a r e  open and V -3 and V-4 are  closed. 
The loop can also be scavenged to vacuum by opening V-4 wiih V-2 closed. 
Adjustable s ~ a t i c  pressure regulator R-1 is  set  to deliver each of the several lower 
test sectior! -,?essures sho\!n in Figure 3-3. Back pressure regulator R-2 is  tb-!n 
adjusted to obtain the desirccl flat- rate. The i t -1  to R-2 pressure difference w,ll be 
the pressure drop of tbe test' section. 
There is  n 1780 to 1 range in vapor ??ow and 159 to 1 rang(: i n  liquid flow from the test 
seclioll, a s  calculated from the operating range sho~vn in Figure 3-3. Flow control i s  
based on n liquid/gas separator of the type shown in Figure 3-14. The bypass line 
with regulator R - 3  (Figure 3-16) is for maintaining a nearly constmt liquid level in the 
l i q u i d i ~ a s  separator so that (:I) thc sep:~rator will not uverflow did allou~ liquid 
t1,;charl;e overboa? *d, anci (h )  t h e  5ep:lrator will not be pumped d v  and allow vapor 
ingestion into the pump. 
kYtth the separator rotatinrr ~t coc9lant speed, the liquid d i s c h a r g e ~ r ~ s g y r e  egponds to 
liquic! volume (radial height) In thc seprirator. This discharge pressure is sensed a s  the  
signal prcssure to regul:itor 11-3 II:i~;ure 3-16) which responds by varying the t ,pass 
flow. The manual!y set  variable speed control on the pump motor (Figure 3-16) i s  for 
reaucing thc extreme range in b>pxss flow. A 20  to 1 range in pump dzlisery tdgether 
ivith a 10 to 1 reba1:ttor range wi l l  prctside up tu  a 200 to 1 bypass flow range. 
Tentative locations a re  sho\slr? in Figure 3-16, !jut further definit io~ of the measurements 
and data concept i s  in a subsequent section. 
Estimates of performance parameters a re  the same a s  shown in 'rable 3-7 except that 
the test fluid storage capacity requirement i s  about 14 Kg (31 lb) expended plus 4 Kg 
(9 lb) inventory in the recycle loop for a total of '18 K g  (40 lh). The estimated 
electrical power (excluding lights, camera, and other data acquisition elements) i s  
700 watts to the electrical heating element plus 37 watts to the pump motor for a total 
of 812 watts including 75 watts for  separator. 
3.2.7 PH ELIMINARY CONCEPTS COSIPAIIATIVE E'I'ALUA TIO!C. The screening of 
Sections 3.2.5. 6 reduct4 the cad ida tes  to one for the Flow Reg ime/~ressure  Drop 
Experiment and hvo for the Flow Boiling Experiment. Comparing Figure 3-15 with 
3-16, together with the text of Sections 3 . 2 . 6 . 2  and 3 . 2 .  G. 3,  it is evident that the 
overboard dump concept is  much Iess coniplex Ih,m the liquid r ecycle concept. Weight, 
volume, input electrical power, and heat rejection a r e  estimated to be close enough 
in the two concepts that a selection would not be significantly influenced b> these 
properties. An important consideration is whether fluids ni:v be dunped overboard 
from Spacclab i n  the quzitities sholvn in  Table :I-.$. In ! e m s  of quantity overboard, 
the lirlilitl recycle concept is al>o~:t eight times better th:ul total ovel.bo:ird dump. Both 
conc6:pt.: arc re:.,!::e(l for further consirleration. 
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3 . 2 . 8  ESI~EIURIENT 1h'Tl~:GIZATION COKCEP'rS. Sontf: degree of integrztion of the 
Floiv Boiling Experinlent with the Floiv ~ e g i m e / l ~ r e s s u r e  Drop Eq~erfment  i s  attain- 
able by sharing components. Figure 3-17 shows the Flow Boiling with overboard 
durrtp concept of Figure 3-15 added to the Flow Regime'Pressure Drop experiment that 
was shown in Figure 3-13. Additiollal valves make it possible to isolate each experi- 
ment from the other. The shared components a r e  the test section and the attached 
transducers. 
Figure 3-18 shows the Flow ~ e g i m e / P r e s s u r e  Dyop concept of Figure 3-12 added to the 
Flow Boiling wit11 liquid recycle concept of Fikrure 3-If;. Ilere the shared components 
a r e  the test section ivith transducers, the liquid/gas separator and the liquid pump. 
In Figures 3-13, 3-17 and 3-18 there i s  no water storaqe vessel shoim, the concept 
Ijeiny: that the liquid loop contains enough water for cor.tinuous recycle in the Flow 
Iicgin~e/Pressure Drop experiment. This requires that the Floiv lie&$nle/~ressure 
urop experinlent be perfo~med first .  Cepon con~pletion, the water may be evacuated 
oi:erbonrd from the liquid loop bs  appropriate opening a d  closing of vzlves. In Figure 
3-17, the  cv:icuntion of water woulci be achieved by closing valves \'-I, V-ti, V-7, V-9, 
and \'-11, folloivctl 1)y opening :all other valves of the liquid h a p .  For the configura.tion 
of F i s r e  3-18, thi. \;Lives to he closed for the same purpose are V-2, V-5, V-7, and 
V-3. F o l l o ~ ~ i n g  evacuation of the water, the valves may be re-set to perform the Flow 
Boilinx esperiment. 
i r e  3- 7 .  Integrated E,xperiments, Liquid Overboard 
3-22 
I. igure 3-15. Integrated Experiments, Liquid Recycle 
- " 
3.2.9. 1 Controls. Table 3-8 is  a list ol  the controls corresponding to the concepts of 
Figurc 3-18. The hvo-speed control for the liquid/gas separator crrn be pre-set at 
lligh speed for the 1-g e~ivironment of k~ound operation ,mcl again at low speed for the 
n a r  0-g of Spacelab operstion, s o  thar during expel-inient operation the switch position F' 
will not be changed. A l l  other controls will be used during experiments and must be 
readily accessible and operable. 
3 . 2 . 9 . 2  Instrumentation. Table 3-9 is a list of transducers corresponding to Figure 
3-I$. The ranges given reflect requirements of the ex~er iment  operating regions 
shown in  Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3 -3 and 3-4. The volt.age measurement shown is  for 
determining heater power input and suffices because heater impedance is  constant. 
The two temperature measurements at each of five stations along the test section a r c  
fluid bulk temperaturc and tube inner surface temperature, respectively. 
Table 3-10 lists four digital tfisplays and 18 indicator lights. The digits1 displays a r e  
of parameters the experiment operator must o l~serve  as  he positions controls to 
establish each of the flows :mtl qu:ilities previously discusscul. 'rhe lights are 
illdicators that electrical power is  applied to e:ich oomponcnt listed. 
'Fable 3-8. Controls List (Ikference 'i'ahlc 3-9. Transriucers List (Iteferencc 
Figure 3-18) Figure 3- 18) 
r------ ? 
itcni Fswtton i l t ~ ~ c r t p l i a ~ n  : : T:?e Flu:d RmV , 
-.- --___I 
' 1. C - :  \.Jjust 'Jlurvcr suce~l  , Variable Irr,x- 1 ' F-1 Flow .%tr $0- .  0 2 k g  sac  
I and I,UIJIC:. :11mt~11 ; t~ency Input to I I 
' Sa te r  o r  Freon-11 0-0. I? L c J e c  ; set. ; &no 112 motor. j F-' 
' S-1 Quatlty Freon- 11 0-0.:: kg. sec 
, 2 .  1. .i<lust p.intp >pt.#-ri V ~ r l n b l c  freq - . 
and uun~ut.  naanual , uenc? Input t u  , :<-'2 Qudlr; , F r e o n - l l  a 9-0.9 kg. s w  
, SEK. . 400 ~ t r  motor. i ! t . volts  'O-I?S S a c  1 -. 
:\,j~ust test section ' Fvrward nrv*s,<. :J .  i t -1  
F- . i ' r e s ~ u r e  tV:,~er o r  Freon-11 '86.5-1'0.3 k,S:rn2&s.: 
, inlar prcasure,  regulator : (:a- lfi ps1.a) 
1 .5 / -10ps t .  ? I ~ . I ~ c A I  v.1. i 
1 
..\r!ju5r flow of Frcor~ ! Ilnck pres rure  Al r  , C-35 k4: rn: 10-j  pslg) : 1 I .  ; c . 2  
, I I .  n~ansnl ye!. r~-~%Iato:. P- J F r w o - 1 1  o r  Lllxed - LO5 to -35 k ~ ' r n ?  I I I 1 . %lr,%'ater ( -  15 tv - 5  pslg) 
-8 .  I<..: 3latn:atn l i q u ~ d  l..rc-l _b. iJnrunilllr rrlav. 1 
: p-4 .* In .vp.irJtur. 
1ulr~n~RltC. p- j -. 
!IC:lr~.r ;~cwu.r.,. clmt rot. V.rl3l.ie 1 r:tnn- , *:. ( : - I  
, fi,rn~t*r, 4 0 0  Ill. p-r; m n n c ~ l  i r l .  -. 
- - ; 1 ,  n . I  1 .  Svleruisl valve. , P - 7  " 
<- ;, '~'.?,'.'. ll? I , norm.~llg C ~ L J Y ' : ~ .  : 7- i r e a p e r s r u t ~  a :Cater o r  Freon-11 2.3-305K ~50-30F)  
'.'-:I.':-l~ switcn operatcul. ' 
- " 
I -- =\ir  2 ' 3 3 0 5 R  k.5p-jl1F1 . 
a .  .' , - 8 .  l'l*,tr r,- :ularlr.a. :Ianual .ic! f?+lu* 
?-:I s.' . 7 , *.. .J .:~>n~rr,l valve. * Freon-11 or  :.lL~ed :.;1-305K I?'I-JOF: 
;I I r '.Vater 
3. ; r l lch S . . l ~ t  ir.p~r3Ior Two-+peed 
T .  L -7 spcs.rl. selector swttrh. 
I 
7 - 
8 ) , .  , f:lectncal pclwer vn- l . .  I 1 I ; 
off s , l * ~ ! .  8 w.xperimmt; T - i  I 
!~ l<~u 'c r .  pump, . 
.- - 
L - .  
i ic:,arator: b . ~ t c r ;  
. . 
t I . , .~ne mrnen. ..lch, ': rrL :jection \%'al 
r -  3 
I 
i photo ilcht: v:tc.h I .'- 9 ', .iclen<,ld \.31\ 0.. ., 
ii 
i 
- .  
I 
; T-I0 ' 1 
, T - t l  . I 
3. 2.9. 3 'l'c:it Section. Some charnctcr- I T-12 s 1 
J s c ~ e t  Cuter Wall 
I i istics of the test section were discussed / T-13 '' I 
:-I& . in Sections 3.2.1 w d  3.2.4. L,ine sizes I T - I S  Ai r ,  Ambient 
for a i r  flow to and from the test section --- 
a r e  5 cm (2  in). I'herc a re  conical nrinpters at each end which taper to the 1.5 cm 
(0. (; in) !)ore of the test section. 
3.2.9.4 Tank nnrl Capillary Acquisition Device. The Freon- 11 storage tank i~ shown 
scllrrn:lticnlly i n  1:i~ipre 3-17 and :1-1'.1 for the liquid ovcrt,onrcl ;11d liquid recycle 
systc!ms. For the liriuitl ovt:rbo:~rtI s ~ s l e m  , the 11 1 kg of E'rco1)-11 requires a storage 
volulne of O.O7t( t m n  (3 .77  f t3) .  'I'his i s  achieved with t~vo t,wks (for convenience in 
instnllntion) each 12.9 cin (16. ti i r r )  in tliameter. For liquitl rnc)vlc the : 1 kg of Frcon- 
11 requirt~s a tank volume of only 0.0125 m3 (0.91 ft3),  therefor^ a single tank of 
tliameter 28. 5 cnl (11.2-1 in) i s  nt1cqu:tte. 
choicc o f  two fluicl exptlsfon systenls were selected ticpendent on a requirement to 
conduc~r rb.;ltr.rinlc.nts in this t:inl<. 'I'hi:; requirement ~voulti necessitate :i r i d d ,  
3-2  1 
Table 3-10. Displays List 
0-0. (0" he'qrc / I):gltal / 
i rempcrxlur~. inlet i Freon t 26S-:i:1fl);. I I>Lpt3i j 
I i i !Ienlrr I ' ( JHc .~  I - 0 1 :  11!1$trl i 
I I 
I :.Lain I",\ver - t ~ n  1 - 1 ~ l ? c r r t e  ! l.lchl ! I :'.imp - , 'n I 
I , I{lox-er - 13n j -  I - ,  j : :  
I -epar:rkl,r , - 1.w j - j '. 
<..pa firor t ,n - lliqh / - I .. 
! i ., I 
, .. 
! 
I!,.3tl!T 1 *n , - 
transparent talk with no moving parts. For 
this option, s sxrface tension capillary 
screen acquisttion systern has been chosen 
similar  to that reported in detail in 
Iieference 33. 
The surface tension device is sho~6-n. tn Fdguxe 
3-13 in a spherical storage tank in conceptual 
detail. Jt could be modified to n cylindrical 
configt~rst ion if pnckab+lng in our Spacelab 
rack so requires. Tke channels would be 
2 .5  cm by 0 .7  cm in width comprising two 
great circles intersezting at  the outlet. X 
200 r: GO0 niesli screen is  reconlmended for  
retelltion of the Freon-11. 
An alternative bliiddcr concept for the 
Freon-11 stor:igc tank may be less esipens- 
ive since such sy.;tems :Ire n3w in use in 
the SrJilCe p r o ~ ~ : i ~ ~ i .  ?'his bladder concept 
may be chosen if the transparent surface 
tension concept is not suitable o r  desirable 
for heat transfer cspe~iments  and the non- 
transparent t:ml< option can be selected. 
This concept u t i l i x s  :I metal talk with a 
'l'eflon blaclder which is  coll;lpsed by ~unbient pressure since systen: operating 
pressure i s  less than one ntlnosphere. 
This confi~wration is  also shown in Figure 3-19, The center tube can be either 
aluminum o r  'rcflon. A similar  50.3 cni (21 in) di'mleter tank is now in use ~ i t h  the 
Centaur hydrogen peroxide system and has heen flight qua!ified; that assembly uses 
100 psi helium ~fas for expulsion and a 1)ow Corning 97 11 silicon rubber bladder. 
3.2. '3.5 Quality Rleter. General Dynamics Convair has had experience in the use of 
the (&anturn D ~ n m i c s  quality meter to measure the quality of hydrogen in  a one-g 
laboraton' experiment, An inquiry to the m:mufn.-.turer revealed t l~?t  heir meter 
would perform very satisfactorily and had been used wGh Freon in the LEAi program 
with success. Ilc reporls an accuracy of 4 0. :,',;' for the density measurement which 
tr,ulslates to a higher accuracy for quality above qualities of one per cent. The 
accuracy of the instrument is  sufficient over the  rmge uf interest. Instrument drift 
f o r  cryogenic hyctrogen service is report ed to be a prohlem, but this i s  possibly a 
teniperature problei~i which :3houid bo ahsetit with Freon. \\ 'illimson (lief. 31 ) 
discusses devices to rneasL!rc quality of two-ph:tsc floup :u>tl reports a high degree of 
accurncy for void f r a c t i o ~ ~  : nd qu:ility :tppt.:irs fe:~sible t v i t h  the c;tpncitance meter 
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i r e  3-19. 'l3vo Fluid Acquisition Systems RIeet Experiment option; 
3.2.10 IIiSTALLA'IION IN SPACELAB DOUBLE RACK. The installation shcwn in 
Figure 3-20 corresponds to the flow schematic of Figure 3-18 and is for the Flow 
Regirne/I'ressure Drop experiment integrated with the liquid recycle option of the 
Flow Boiling experiment. In the discussion of test fluids (Section 3 .2 .2 )  it was 
proposec/ that safety requirements relating to toxicity of Freon-11 could be met by 
double containment. 'I'he transparent 1,exan pallels shown provide for a ssccndary 
enclosure. The need for this enclosure applies only to conlponents containing Freon- 
11. ?'l;us the cameras, lights, and some other components a r e  positioned outside the 
enclosure so  a s  to be readily accessible for operation :md maintenance. 
The test section w:ts plqcttf outside the enclosure with the objective of minimizing 
degradation of photographic images. 'I'hc test section jacket inherently provides 
tloublc con!:tinrncnl of test fluids. 
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'I'hc inst nl1:ition sc!lt.~li t sllu\?.t- r;rovitlrs f r )  r flt!sibilit y in :kr;glc ;lntl locfition of can1cras 
artd lights. 'l'hc ralnr?lq:l:: can I)c :i..t~4.1.-ctl i!? :i tlirt:ctioti p:\rnllr:l to t!re test section, 
and t!tey c:ul bc' pi~utvtl nbout  is iiorn~:il to the Iloor. 
The enclosure for tltcl I'rc'on-cu~i~~r;~ling coni]?otl~?tlts i  no: rcclvire:l to be transparent 
on all sides. I.iglit illtlt:tl. SIICC?~ C;LII bit used 1.0 coniplutct side sections :md the ba:l;'of 
the enclosure; it should 11f>t  11:ivc groqs lc;il\s to c:nl,in ::ntbi#:l:t. Safety will be cnbianceci 
' i f  the enclosurc~ i s  c~per:itccl at n prc..;silrc slig:'ilt:. I X  ~otv c:ll>in mibicnt. 'rllis can be 
done by provic!i~:g a lint fronl the cnc1usui.c: to thcb sn>:tll cspc~rimcnt venting assembly 
(Refcrc.nce 33, \\.it11 t h ~ .  lint. cont:lit?ing 2 ss!uitt~f'f \.nl,:t :uitl cali1)mtcd orifice that 
allows ovcrboartl 1:lcc:l of :I fc\v cili3/sec. 'lliis hleetl :\ t.a::ld be in oper;~tion only clurittg 
the Flo\v I~oiling :.-spcrinir.nt and in1>o:ircl 1c:tl-.:ir:c ot c:?l:in nil* \vnultl ni:~i:~tnin the 
pressure hnlxice in the cnc los~~rc .  
Fir31rt. :3-21 ccv~~~:spo~ttl.i  1 0  t he  flc~:': :;cl~cl:::?tic ol I.igu1.e 2-17 :ui(l is for  t l ~ c  Flmv 
I~c~i~i ic! l~ressurc~ 1)rcrp cs~llc2rirncnt i;ttc;g:~tc~tl \vit!~ I!IC u~c.ri)oartl tliunp option of the 
F l o ~  Boilin: csqct.in~c:~~l. 'i'iic I\~:c, si;I?c-i:ic:i I L:;.!~!:.S for 17rccl~\- 11  ~ v c r c  sc1~ct.er.l 
bec?~rsc thcy hnvc the stated cap:icity ('1',1!)1~. ' ; - 7 )  :?ti(! !lie\ represent existing hard\varc 
from iuiothcr prog-ani . ( )tIlcl. n~ui!l~e r 05 t:u~:<s. sizcs. :uitl sh:~pcs cvultl l i n ~ c  been 
sclcctcci. 
3. 3 .  1 YOLUAII.:. 'I'hc nrrangtlmcnl of I'iq~rc.s ::-!lo :utd 3-2 slto\v that tlte volumc of 
a Spacelnb tloul)lc rncli is ntlcclunitc lor t l i t .  cvnccpt of intc grntctl expc.11-inicnts. Storngc 
tank ~ o l ~ u ~ t c s  iverc presc~ntctl in Section :;.2. 9. 1. 
3 . 3 . 2  \\'I.:ICII'l'. 'l'nl~l:.. 3-1 1 is  :ui c~:;!in::tlc of \vciglits for fixctl ltnrrl1s:11.c a id  consuni- 
nblcs for the licluirl ~.~,c..clt. collcr*;, ,,I' I'i~-nr11'(> 2-19, It is  nssumcci tltnt :dl test fluids 
a r e  jettisonccl (luring ;>t.cp:11.ntions lor  0rl)itc~r c-cntl? , so that photog~tp1~i.c filni is  
the onl!- consum:tl~lc rcti,lnc:l to tht. cnrtlt. 'l'hc quxtitily of cine filni is I~nsctl or1 120 
data points, 7 sccunrls of fill11 pci' rl :~t: i  point, 100 fl~;unics/second, ancf pncltaging in 
1200 ft n~:~gazincs n-ill] oncl spzi-c lo:~tlctl 1n:lgazilic. Tlic estimated cleltn \scigltts for a 
total ovc~f)onrd cl~uiip i n  the llou. i~oiling cxs-xriment (I?efcrencc Figure 3-7) a r e  25 lig 
(5.5 lb) of harcl\snrc for 3 1:irget. r'rcun stot-:lp t:u~l\ nncl 1 1  1 1.f; (2-15 111) of atlclitional 
consumn1)les not ret~uncrl to carl11. 'T'ho total \vei~ht in either case i s  within allo~vablcs 
for a Spscslal~ tloul)ic rnck (i<cfc:.c.~,c+. :f?).  
3 . 3 . 3  r.:I,r.:c'rnrc.\I, I'O\\'F I < .  , \ I >  t x  - t~m;t f (B of clcctricnl r)owcr find cncrgy rccpirrmcnt 
is shown i n  Tnblc 2-12. 'l'lic \vntf-I:t~urs collui~tl for the floiv rcfiin?c/prrssure drop 
ex~er imcnt  is for 50 dat:~ poiitts : r t  one n~iiiufc pcr tl:ltn point, csccpt tlint the ~ i ~ i c  
camera m c !  l i ~ l i t s  a r c  on 7 scacontls per tlat:i 11oinl. Ilic wntt-l~oiirs colunitt for the f lo l~  
I~oiling txpcriiitcnt is  foi, 10 cl:tt:t points at: t~vo n~inutes per tl:it:t point, csccpf thnt tlte 
cine camera nntl lights :irra on 7 sc.c-ctn(lh 1 1 c ~  tl,ttn point. 'I'hc concc,pts tlcscribctl 
earl ier  intlicntc :ic inputs it1 t h r .  i)lo\\ c.1 :~ncl  pi~nip nioto;'s hi c)rtlcr th:kt vnrinl~lc. frcc{llcncI' 
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7mjic:r T ~ ? S S . : C ~ ~  -: L. ! :. . . - ; ] , ~ ( ! t i  co~ll~.ols  c . \ I )  I ) c h  ~ sec t  :uicl to tllc test 
T-xoer-zsre :?s.stucers t : :, , I .  : 
.;i8r2t ion h f~n tc r  in t,.l'ttcl' th:lt :I vnriablc trans- Sezsor C:~c:r?r.~*:s 51c:Li 1:.?ndi:i.'ni3q : , , . .  - . . >  ' ,
-, L-ectricii . .v izx< I . : :. . ; ~ O I - ~ ? I C ~ .  cnn bc usctl to  cor;trul heater pan-cr 
-?!?I.>< i . 1  > :  
;-- C. :1. ? _;: , input. .l'lic !~loirer nnri hentcr conipontwts i..ur?. P x e l s .  Flsreners 
2 .-.p13:3 
-ircl not cscd at the s:unc time. 'I'he niaxiniunl 
. -.,. . . ',:;5.:,i::: . ' 
'.. . - ~ S L ~ ~ X D : P ~  j dc load i s  :tbout 1100 \r:il ts 2nd the rn:wimimm I 
~ X U E P :  .O z3:~b: t :ic lonrl i s  :lhoul SO0 watts. 'I'hc latter is  
.F~ :er  ;. : ::. r 
. ;3 .  ; ; : .., 3 7reon-il  
: 5 .  1 I A '  l I . . I l I O S .  'I'llc nl:~simunl hc.nl 
Scbtctzlr 17?. +b!* -7: .  t ) i  1o:ld oorrcspontls L o  thc! 1 5 5 2  ivall-l~ours of 
T01.d. HzW2r1: m d  C o n ~ u m a o l r s  
rlccl-ricnl energy (('I':tblc 3-12) ch~cticletl over 
80 mi.lutcs clurntion of the flow rcdn~c /p ressure  
drop esyerinicnt. 'I'liis i s  :m :ivc:r:tfie l.atc of I l ( i 1  \vatts, a11 of \rliicIi i s  rclcasccl ~vitliin 
tl~c rlouhlc mcl;. 'I'lic ~nnjur  p:\rt uf this heat lontl is rcjcctcktl to tllib cnbin environment 
outsitle the 1,'snn enclosure. 'I'hcb flo\v boiliriq c:speri~ncnt 11c.nt loatl is lo~rc-r thzl tllc 
case  al~ol-c. Conct~pts for ncccn~i~llotinti:i:: this load a re  I)cyouc! t l i ~ ,  scopc. ( i f  the l)rcscb~)t 
effort. T'lli:; 1ir:it 1o:ttl for tlicb c;1l~i1) is consislent \villi 51~:~vc11:11) I o\\'ur to cclolinq 
2. 3 .  5 C'llI.:\\'. 'I'hc. concepts pl-cscntrsd :;t-c, c-oml~:~til)lc \\.it  11 r-sl)c.rirnc~tlt opc>1.:ition I)! :I 
r.rc*\v of one. 'I'ht. n~:~xiii)i~nl CYC!!~ si;'t~ f o r  (:ffo~Li\.(b :II'C'CSS to (*01111'01s is lil))itc(l 111. 
r:irl; nitlth to t)o mol-i! !II :~I~ t\vo I ) [ ~ J - . ~ ~ J I ; ' - ; .  . \*I :lt):ilysis 1 0  cl(att*rt~)il~(h o i ) t i ~ ~ ) t ~ ~ i l  cs~.<!\v ' - ; i? tq  
is l)c.yon~l thcx >;coytc: of tllo prc*sc:111 f ~ l l ~ z 1 . 1 .  '1'111, ~sspc~r in~i*~) t  i l ) c ~ ~ . : t t  itlg t i n ~ ( ~  1ot:tls l(;(l 
txinutr.~, Lo \r.l?ir.h nlu.4 I)c. :1t11 l1.11 1 1)c t i t l l c .  illc ~ . t . ~ t ~ c . n t s  To:. s t L l  -1111,  ( - 1 ~ c ~ l \ - o t i t  , cb11:111!y 
fl'on) i h t .  f irst cqx~i-in)~-t l t  1 0  11)ta .;c.c.l):~rl, .;!lul -tlo\v~l, :~ric! c - \ l ) ~ . t . i l ~ r c - r i t  - ; c . c 3 ~ l k . i ~ i ~  f1'01. 
.; .:;I3 
landing. -I'!le total tirne, including ex~er imcnt  operation, i s  estimateti to be four hours 
for a cre\v of hvo nntl six hours for :L cre\v of one. 
3. 3. I ;  1)..\'1'..1 AC($USI'I'IC)S. It i s  assumed that the Col~lmuld and Data KIanagerncnt 
Subsystem (CIIJIS) of Sp:icelab will be utilizetl to 1 flc estcrit that i ts  capabilities meet 
exqxriment needs for dat:t yunlity, :md that it nl;ty i ~ e  sitppl~mcnted by elryeriment- 
specific signal-conditionil~g equipment where justified by need for hi.gher response o r  
accuracy. Ex-erimcnt to  CI)JlS data s i p ~ d s  %ill  be \-ia n stnndard Cb;\IS IIemote 
:\ccluisition Cnit (It;\Li). 
S o  high frequency response requirements have been fdentiiicrl. bl previous flou? regime/ 
pressure drop ex1>t1rirnents (Ref. 20 ) the m ~ ~ i r n u m  rc.cortlec! frequency of pressure 
fluctuations was onlj. 30 I t z .  
'L'nble 3-13 lists in two groups the 27 :tn:ilog sig-il:ils correspolltltng to the 27 11.nx~uducers 
slion-11 i:-, 'fable 3-9. I'he firht group containc: the ninc nlcasummt.nts in ~vhich high 
nccurnc>. is n ~ o s t  critical to cqerimcntnl  
Taljle 3- 13. Slensurc~rnc~nt :\ccur:tcies re\ulrs. l'hc arc.urncit~s listed :lrc 
rcprc::cntative of ;;~oil trnns:er capnbilitics 
..:-~,:rcr1~-11 \ , ' l . ~ = ~ ~ ,  :~nd i11-ll)osc :I rccjuii-enlcnt for expci-inlent- 
- 
i i specific sijin:J processing to prcselve higll 
, ; . i t -+ -  1.z )r.+,; \ ~ : ~ l u <  GIql:d~ 
nccurncy. 'I'he opernlional mplif ieru,  A/C 
1.. ) :c.,r sccrlato ..:ltrxict? Iant3:.l;re ' : 11. : : 
, ;,-: : c.: .vt:loc t XI; ~ ~ ~ e - + U ~ C  : *I.  i - . converters, shift I-egisters, nnrl/or 0 t h ~ ~  
- -  8 :I2: : ~.-c-?l-.,'jrc, re-1 -.t.cxl..n . b). 0r .K 
, - 
. X:r:i".'c 
electronic cot~~ponents :ire estimated to have 
.. - . 
, . . lsl ! 'rrr.peraturr. !',.-;t .Sr.,.'i~rn z 0 .  t ) ; ~  : a voltune of 0. 023 1-113 (1 ft3j and :I weight of 
xlt 
F - ,  >; i-:~.v . 0. ". 1 5 kg  ( 1 3  113). 
.. . . : - . la F : *+%' , t (I ." , '  . 
: i T. ,: --.:tics t :nrrr;cr  ~ ~ ~ 1 1 1 1 1 .  
S - 1  Tci: i--c:ion I.:uil t.u.11ftv 'I'he seco11il group in T:iblc 3-13 has 19 
. .ic.nirr \:,,llpp(. LII~I ; !  I .  I n1r:asuremelits that a r e  o f  interest but may 
! 
' <vc..r,: *'::*bri:.: %CRI<VS Slh~::ls 
8 L-- i be of lower :iccuracg. These malog signals 
ma3 bc input ciireetly to the IIAU. It is  also 
t!psir;ible 10 rccorti on-off cycles of all 
electrical components, ~ncluding cameras, 
lights, blower, pump, sepnrntor, and all 
valves. ??]is gives rise to the 19 discrete . 
sign:lls stated in 'I',~ble 3-13. 
1-isunl records will constitute nn tmportant 
part of the dzta. tligh specti color motion 
plptu1.c~ haye :ilrencly I)c.cn ctisci~ssed 'The 
estfni:ite of c-x~~er.irnc*nt   eight further 
incl~lrles allo\v;uirc for :1 s t ~ ~ d a r t l  35 mm 
c:i1ncar:i : ~ l d  film for o l ~ c  b?;pr~su~c per tl:ttri 
p i .  1'1-itbr L.! :~!~i;ltion of flowinr: \wiling 
pIlc.ncinic.na 11:~. I , r . ~ t i  protluctivc~. 'l'hc 
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cl~nnqes in  tllc Iluid I )c l iL~~~ior  in the rctlucc~l-gr:tvity environment should be enlid~tening. 
Early plmcto~1.:tp11ic v;tli~:tticw of I'ivon boilitmg by Gcnelnl I.:lectric (Ilefercnce 3 0 )  
intlicntcs t h c  c1;lrit.i of the ol>scnstion for c!mngcs in vnpol cluality with distance along 
tllc tul?e. 'I'he change of ri:ldit. n'ith l~cntcrl surfncc zrea is s11oir.n i n  Fi%re 3-22. 
4 
x - n. or; 
i s  - 2 .  I'1lotogr:t~rImic I<vnlt~:tlion of I'lo\s 15cll:tvic~r \\'it11 I 'um.at la\*; 
\'npot. (~ t~ :~ l i l \ . ,  ~ u c ~ c n t c  1:uiling .\l>o!.cl nntl S l u ~  F1olv I3elo\v 
((;enel-;11 I:lcctric Co. , S~*licnecrfltly, Ye\\. Y o r k ,  Ref. 35 )  
l'he proct~clurcs outlinctl I)c.lon. :Ire conbisteilt \villi tllc nssiunption of integrntcd esqcri- 
mcnls as represcnttxri l'iq-urc. 2- i P .  111 SCOJIC, tlw ~ I ' O C C Y ~ L I P C S  defincld aye limited to 
psc-c~q1crimc11t pi'cp:i~':ltic)n ;umtl o n c t ~ - t h r o ~ ~ ~ l ~  perfol.mxlcc of cnci~ espe~inlcnt :tt r t  
scl~eclult~rl timc tlurinl: :! Sp:tcc.l:tb nrissioi~. It is  :tssumed th:iI the espcrir;>,e!ltr; nill h i .  
pc~rforn~eti sevc.1.nl tinl(*s ill :I l:roi111(1 f:ieility l)rivr to flight. \\bile thcrca m:ty I)c nlinvr 
ciiffesences I)ct\vecn grotulti nntl i11-fliq11t procctlurcs, the objc.ctive shonltl be to Itccp 
them :ts ncsasly idcntic:tl ns 11ossil)lt. It is ;tiso :tssunmed tlint the hvo-phase flow reginme.' 
p i~ ' ss i t rc  tlrop :tnd thc flo\v 1)oilin:: ex1>cl~irni~nfs ill  Ijc pcrfvrnmcd consecutively \vitllout 
intcrrdptions. 
e .  ('ofifinn that a11 niotor v a ~ l n b l c  six-cd contr-01s art: se t  a t  minin~urn speccl. 
f. Check that camera  positio;~, :\in], :uld focus ;Ire correct ,  and that a loaded film 
nlagaline i s  ir, place. 
g. S\r.ilch e-xperiment main power ON. 
h. Switch photographic lights and camera  O X ,  observe for cor rec t  function, then 
s~s i tc l l  OFF. Time on should be just long enuugh to verify function. 
i .  Switch power OX to trnnsducers, s i g n 1  conditioning electronics, and displays. I 
j .  Operate Con~m:mcf and Data hTcu~ag,rci~~et.t Su1)systcm (CDIIS) :ls required for  input 
o f  dat:) sign:lls. 
If the foregoing reveals any defects o r  c!eficiencies that would prevent tor-ect and sxfe 
ellperinlent operation, including tlstn :~cquisition, corrc.ction should be acco~nplished for  
each ctc;cct a t  the time observed xnti bcfor-c prucceding to the next stcp. 
3. 4 . 2  FI.O\V 1~ICG131 E/PIZI:SSUII!' I)I!( )I' E S P I ~ ~ R I ~ I  EST 1'ROCb:l)UIIE. (Refer to 
.- - ,.--- . 
Figures 3-18 ant1 3-33. 
GAS 3cA;'-{ < EC!:!E'IS:ONC:3Zi 
F igure 3-23. Data Point S q u m r c ,  Floir J<r.k4n1c/ 
Pres su re  Ifrop i:spe~irncrlt 
Switch s e l~a ra to r  OK. 
Switch V-9 OPICN. 
Switch V--10 O P E N .  
Adv:tnce blower speeci 
control C-1 to approxi- 
mately half speed. 
Switch \ I - 3  OI'ICN. 
'1'11 nl regulator I i  - i 
fully OPEN. 
Switch pump ON. 
Adjust pump speed 
control C-2 and/or 
tvpass  valves V-6 and 
1.-8 to obtain the liailid 
flow d;~tn point 1. 
j. Adjvst blower speeq control C-1 and/or bypass valxles V-5 and V-7 to obtdn the 
gas flow for data point 1. 
k. Trigger lights/camera operation (automaticallv timed). 
1. Repeat i . ,  j.  , and  k. sequentially for data points 2 through 46. Interrupt a s  
necessary to change film magazines. 
rb. Repeat i . ,  j . ,  and k. for any unscheduled data points suggested by observations of 
Cow patterns and data. 
3 .4 .3  EXI'ERI3II:NT CIIPVGEOVER PROCEDURE (Refer to Figure 3 - l q .  "'" . 
a. Switch pump OFF. 
h. Switch blower OFF. 
c. Switch V-9 CI,OSED. 
e. Turn V-5 CLOSED. 
f.  Turn V-7CLOSED. 
,q.. Turn V-G OPEN. 
h. Turn V-8 OPEN. 
i .  Turn R-2 OPEN. 
j. Slowly turn V - 4  OPEN t~ discharge water overboard. Wait long enough to dry 
all i n t e ~ i o r  surfaces of the apparatus. 
k. Turn 11-2 CLOSED. 
I .  Slowly turn V-2 OPEN to partially re-pressurize recycle loop. 
m. Slowly turn V-1 OPEN to fully re-pressurize recycle loop. 
n. Adjust p ~ m ~ p  speed control C-2 to approximately half speed. 
o. S\i~itch V-12 OPEN. 
p. Switch V-11 OPEN. 
3-34 
r. Tun1 V-G CLOSED. 
s. 'I'urn V-8 CLOSED. 
t. Adjust heater power control to ZI:l?O. 
u. S\tritch heater power ON. 
3 . 4 . 4  FL.O\V BOILIXG EXPERIhIEKT PROCI<DURF: (Refer t o  Figujes  3-18 and 3-24). 
The folloifring i s  consistent with the data point sequence shown in Figure 3-34. 
a. Adjust R - 1  to tile approsimate test section inlet propert ics  (pressure,  temperature, 
cluality) for data point 1. 
b. Adjust 11-2 'and pump speed 
FLYIT): FREC.5'- 11 control C-2 to the approxi.- 
. +.-+ ~ C : I ~ H ~ : j ~ : ; . ~ t ;  ..(t..{;.ITY CI iAScE I:ixo.\1  ST ~ F T . ~ O N  flow fo r  d:~ta point 1. 
F:$-ill.\s(.[.: T(, E X I T  WH 1l.t: 1 ) ! E  .TE>T rEC170N IS !!E.\ I'ED :I r .\ VSIF':RSf WA. 
, ; 5 ; 1::  I .  . l '  I :  s I , \ l . 1 .  Cr lSST.4Nl '  
c .  Adjust heater pclwer control 
OJANOT CLA,dIF~CATIO:l 7 G X F S  to the heat input for data 
p0ir.t 1. 
I OlS lR lBDTED 
II SEGilEGn:ID 
Ill S E L i l E G A T t D +  1:4IERt.ilITEfdT d. Re-adjust ~ z 1  and R-2 to the 
'I \ -\ 2 q 5 . 3 ~   IF,. *jC,.: iS/m: (3. I, pslnj se t  point conditions for data 
- 277.i4~: t4JF l .  
13.3 ks, m? $7 P Y L I )  point 1. 
operation. 
f. Repeat a,, b . ,  c . ,  d., and 
e. sequentially for  dsta points 
IC 2 through 28. 
g. Repeat a. .  b . ,  n., d., and 
e. f o r  any unscheduled data 
points suggested by obser- 
vations of flow p:itterns and 
data. 
EDURI'S 
CP: ry!'LITY. Y ,:::f'S1O':LC:'I 
a. Slvitch heater power OFF. 
Figure  3-2 1. Data Point Sequence, I'low Boiling 
Esqxriment b. T L I ~  1 7 - 1  CIaOSKIl. 
tl.  'l'urn 11-1 OPEN. 
e. Switch pump OFF. 
f. Switch separator OFF. 
g. After discharge of Freon overboard. turn 1'-4 CLOSED. 
h. Turn 11-2 CLOSED. 
i. Switch experiment main power OFF. 
j .  Stow film. 
. - 
k. Replace any equipment Covers and/or restraints that may be required for re-entry/ 
landing environment protection. 
In the discussion following, the term " p r i m a q  variable" is used to mean one which is 
clirect!y se t  o r  adjusted by the experiment operator a s  he mmipuIates controls of the 
esqsx-imcnt appsmtus. Thus the adjective "primary" is  specific to the hardware and 
is  not intentled to imply priority in any other context. 
3.5.1 rI,O\V REGIN E/PRESSUIIE DROP EXPERl3IEK'I'. The primary variables a re  
liquid mass velocitj., GQ , ulcl gi:, mass velocity, Gg. fron: \vhich a r e  derived the 
par,mieters discussed in Section 3 . 2 . 3 .  1, namely total mass  velocity, G, and gas 
quality, x. A secondary variable, depertIent or, Gl and Gg, is the test section pressure 
drop, A I), which will be measured by trrrnsducers at 5 stations along the test section. 
Considering that flow regimes may change alonfi the test section, it should be possible 
to select the A P related to ,an observed regime. The flow regimes may be considered 
a s  variables induced by others, and a purpose of the e.xperiment is  to produce the flow 
regimes shown in Figure 3-23. 
3.5.2 FLOW BOILING ESPEIII3IENT. The primary variables are  the test section 
entrance pressure, the test section exit pressure, P2, 2nd the test ~ e c t i o n  
electrical heat input, (G. The mass flow rnte, if', i s  dependent on P I  ~ i l ~ !  P2. The 
tenlpcrature of the stored Freon- 11, 'ro, together with 1'1, detern?hes the fluid 
entrance temperature, ?' 1, and quality, xl. Set heat, q, to the test fluid will be q, . . 
minus losses to surroundings. it' :md q jointly determine qw!ity at esit,  sp. Ushg 
dimensions of the  test section, the heat flus, q/.4, can be c:llculatEd. Also, using 
local tempclrature measurements of the fluid and the test section inner surface, a heat 
transfc~' c.trc:fficic>nt, Cl/Ai'I', can be calculsted. This heat trmsfi:r coefficient can then 
be related to the obsei-vet1 flow boiling pattern of that location. 
3.G DATA 
'111e nleasurenlents capabilttles of the proposeti harcfwarc configuration have been 
presented in Figure 3-18, Table 3-9, :md Section 3 . 3 . 6 .  It is expected that data from 
magnetic tapes may be reproduced a s  a d i ~ ~ t a l  print-out o r  computer input. The 
follo~ving discussion relates specific mcasurc:ments to experiment objectives. 
3. 6.1 FI.OiV REGIJIE/PII I.:SSURE DROP EXPERIS!FXT 
3.6.1.1 Quality. Liquid m:isu flow, \VQ, from flo\smeter F-1 (Reference Figure 3-18), 
and gas mnss flow, \Vg, fron? floumeter F-2, will be used lo calculate q~a l i ty :  
. -- 
>( = \\' (I\'& * \ifg\. d 
3.6.1.3 ;\lass Velocities. I.iip;id mass ve\ocit_v i s  GA -1 \ V ~ A ,  where A i s  the 
measured test section Cow area; ,and gas mass  velocity i s  Gg = \ v ~ / A .  Total mass 
velocity i s  G - C2 a Gg, 
3. G .  1.3 Flow Regime I3oundarles. By viewing motion p! ctures,  an o b s e ~ ~ e d  flow 
r e ~ + m e  m:iy be identified xvith each data point. By plotting data points on G vs X 
coorcIinates, boundary maps similar to Figcre 2- lc  map be produced. The boundaries 
for low-g runs may ihen 1)c compnred with bomtiaries for 1-1: runs. T3c results will 
be applied io fulfill the objective of a reliable degnitlon of flow regime bc?l.mtfary shift 
with the change in g-levol. 
3. G. 1. 1 Other Flow T'arameters. 'I'he local densities P Q  and Jg  may iz d e t e r  ined 
from the pressure anrl temperature mcasur-emenis at the transducer stations tilong the 
test sectiun. Also, the liquid volumetric flow rate, Q,, and the gas volumetric flow 
rate, CJg, a r e  avai1:lble from flowmeters F-1 and F-2. From these, calculations can 
be made of-gas volumetric flow fraction, /? Froude number, Fr, and dimensfonless g' 
liquid velocity u i .  These parameters may be used a s  coordinates for flow regime 
boundary maps a s  shown in Section 2, and the bound: :y shifts may be identified. It 
may be found that each boundary shift i s  best defined by a unique coordinate combination. 
3. G. 1.5 Pressure  Drop. -file purpose of pressure measurements at several sttitions 
along :he test section is to identify a pressure drop with that portion of the test section 
where a p:irticular flow regime is  observed. I'ressure drop char:lcteristics of like 
flow regimes can then be compared at 1-g and near zeru-g. Also, pressure tlrvps 
without regard to flow :.efin~e may be compared i n  the manner  shown in Fippre 2-5. 
'I'he results should fulfill the obiective of reli;tbly c!efini~lg frictional pressure drop 
ch:lnge with change in g-level. 
3 . 6 . 2  FLOW BOILING EXPERIAlENT 
3. 6 .2 .  1 Quality. The quality can be calculated from the prir~lary variables which 
define the state and from the energy added in the test section. An isenthalpic 
e?cpansion from TO' 1'0 to TI, P1 defines inlet quality. Outlet quality i s  X, r (q m T / ~ ) .  
This nlethotl will be utilized but it will be backed-up by quality meters w h f ~ h  define 
inlet and outlet quality for the test section. Ground testing will confirm the agreement 
between thcse measrtreme~its. - - 
3. 6. 2 . 2  Local Ifeat Transfer Coefficients. With t::s heat flux to the tube from the value 
of q / A ,  the local heat transfer coefficient will be eva1u:~tetl for the measured tempera- 
ture differences based on lecal measured values of T, the fluid temperature and Tw, the 
wall temperature. 'These results will be used to evaluate the Nusselt number, h ~ / k ~ ,  
for verification of existing correlations o r  deternlininp; required modifications. 
3. ti. 2 . 3  Pressure Drop. Several correlations relate the heat transfer coefficient to 
the friction coefficient. Pressure drop data must be taken during t'le heat transfer 
esyerin~ents if these correlations a r e  to be confirmed. From mass velocities, qualities, 
and property data, the esisting correlz~tions can be examined. 
3. 6 . 2 . 4  Ifeat Transfer Regimes. Visual obser~atiolis will be used in conjunction with 
the measured variables to define the flow regimes occurring in conjunction with the 
heat tr:ulsfer tests. The heat t rmsfe r  data is 'mown to I,e sensitive to the regime, 
therefore correlations a r e  frequently developetl for a particular regime. These 
regiond were indrcated in Figure 2-6 showing the trarxition from su.bcoolkd boiling 
with bubbly floiv to the liquid deficient region with droplet flow. 
Experimental costs were determined to proceed with the two-phase flow experfment 
through ll,cvel N integration for SPAC ELA B. Cost estimating relationships (CEIlt s )  
developed during past cost maIysis activities performed by Convair on space 
experhneht systems and dl~ring the Space Transportation Systems I'ayloads and Data 
Analysis (SFDA) study (Contract NAS8-29462) were used. The cost categories in this 
model a re  based on a hardware-oriented work breakdown structure. The C13R1s in this 
model relate cost to material,  subsystem type, and weight. Program parameters 
calculate non-recurring costs (development) 'and recurring costs (procurement and 
operations). \Vhere applicable, extern~l ly  senerated point estimates were used. 
Sever:\I specific high cost hardware items were based on vendor quotes and on similar 
existing i~ardware costs. 
'4 t~t.31 of seven hidl cost hardware items were identified and a r e  specified in Table 
3- 1 4 .  Film magazines a r e  used which a re  relondable; in-flight. loading can reduce 
the ccsts of 27. 11i in the table by a factor of 4 ,  
Table 3-14. High Cost Hardware Items 
- 
Cost in 77 K Dollars 
Quantity 1)cvelopment - Unit Total 
'rest Section 1 
13loc.t~r/,lIotor 1 
F r e o ~ ~  Tank 1 
Scrlsor Electronics/Si@al 1 
Conditioning 
Qt7ality Sleters 2 
J:ilni Il:\gazines 8 
S e c ~ n ( l : ~ r y  Structure 1 
In arlditiun to high ccct h:lrclware which a r e  covered ~u:tler experiment hardware in 
'I':tb!c 3-15, the remnining costs for  the ex~e r in i en t  were clctcrnmined. A total cost 
summ:ir\. is presented in 'I'able 3-15. 
In arr iving at  these costs,  n se r i e s  of groundrules were required and certain nssump- 
tions were  made. These nrcas a r e  outlined in the  remainder of this paragraph. 
Tahlc 3-15. Cost Summaiy, Two Phase Flow Ex7,eriment 
Exyei-iment IIardware 
S y s t e n ~ s  Engineering and Integration 
System ~ c s t ( 1 )  
Ground Support Equipment 
Support Operations 
Initial Spnres 
Ground Operation 
R l  ission <)perations 
Facilities 
I ' r o g r m ~  Xlanagernent/Administratio;l 
Cost in 77K l:,?llars 
Development ProtIucti,n Operational 
- 
- 
TBD 
- 
36.0(2) 
TBD 
Tot a1 G04. P 275.2 37.8 
Gr:uld 'rota: 917.8 
(1) No system test  hardware - test performed on flight articles. 
'f'lle costs at'e cstinl;ited in ct~rrent/const.uit 1:Y '77 dollars. The costs a re  estimated 
for nonrecurring (ttc\ elopmcnt), recurring procluction (unit flight harcharc), and 
certain poctions ol the recurring operation pilases. Prime eontr:ictor fee is not 
incltidcd in these estimates. It is :lsstm~ed that only one article (the flight article) 
i s  produced a id  nll engineering tlevc1ol)nicnt tests, qualificntion tests as necessary 
a r e  c:ir~-ictl out using the one unit which is  refurbishetl prior to flight. All purclmsed 
c~tnlponents a re  assumed cjualified :rerosp:lce L~pe  afl-the-shelf hardware and little 
o r  no tievelopmc~ t o r  tcst in% effort i s  requirftd. Fa1)riratecI components require 
normal design, :tnrilysis mu testing. 
No facilities a r e  required chargeable to the e s ~ ~ e r i n l e i ~ t .  It was assumed t h t  eight 
1200 ft filn; maga;.incs were required. lf these msgazines c:m he reloadcd in  flight 
o~ily one ur. two :ire requiretl. 
..I multipu~pose high fidelity Spacelztb r ;~ck mocl\up will t,e required :IS a dimensional 
tooi i~~l :  xid, 1ritegr:ition mockup, tcst st :u~d, snci experiment shipping structure. It is 
: ~ S S U I ~ C C !  that no flight r-acl\ will be provided prior to I,c.\iel 11' integration. 
31 w:~s :issim1tv3 th;tt only st:~ntiard mid available test equipment anti servicing cquip- 
mt.nt (v.:itcr ;tnd I:rt!on) \V;IS rccluirerl :lnd the only eqcr iment  ~113rgc>~\lt: GSF: m:g 
t>c son:e s~)cci:tl tools :at1 sliipping related itenls. 
S o  hcat esch:rngcr i~:terfrtce with Siac&+&i~ red. f"fnnlly, this coct data i s  
provided for planning purposes only. 
The revielv of future N.kS.3 applications indicates there are  several areas  where designs 
of harti\t-are a r e  not fixed tvhich can benefit froin inlproved correlations for reduced- 
~;ravit~+hvo-phase flow. Major applications a r e  spa; 3 storage of cryogenic propellants 
.wd spsce power *stems as ~ e f l  :is new cqogenic  vehicles. Ex~er imcnls  in the early 
1950's xill be tiglely for these applications. 
-:he correlations to date for floiv regiiil?~e, pressure  drc~p, and heat transfer a r e  all 
e ~ p i r i c s !  indicating ;be need for further investigation into the mechanism of the process. 
:\;ore fxportrizt, tiles*: ir;lpiricsf etpations do nut ndequately predict the shift in flow 
regime nit11 changes in  gravity-level. ;2lean!vhile, controversy continues over the 
rlucleate boiling contriL:~?ion in reduced-gravity. The test environment of Spacelab with 
sxfficiently lo\\'-g .and sxfficient duration is required. 
.The conceptual design study coaifi~nls the feasibility of the reduced-gravity hso-phase 
fioxv espe'imen~ in Spacelnb nrld it i s  rectxnmeniled that the detailed desikv proceed. 
--\ combined experimen: is outiized in w1c;hich the test section iv:xs selected to t~ a 1. 52 
cm fused quartz tube 90 cni in tenah.  \Vater-cabin a i r  a re  the test fluids-for a 
combkcd flois-reiime pressure drop studv l~c~cause  of the eq3erirncnt;tl case of a11 open- 
locp air closed-Imp wzter sys tem.  Freon-11 is the recommended test fluid for the heal 
transfer study. 'The fc,:mer ex~er i rne i~ t  providcs steady-state operation at a specific - 
y i ~ l i t y  affording irnpra\.ed rek9nin;e definition in low-g. 'The heat transfer study involves 
a change in quality with dist;~nce along the tube with the result that two o r  more regimes 
may result for a given test in some regions of the flow map. 
. . 
One consideration in system operation is  the overboard dimping of fluids, particularly 
Freon. Both liquid-recycle m d  overboard-dump systems a r e  presented as  options. 
The liquid-recycle with 14 kg (30 lbs) of Freon is more complex; how6ver, it is volume 
efficient. The overbosrd dim~p with Ill kg (245 10s) of Freon dun?ped is the preferred 
sys!ern for reasons of simplicity and it also provides hvo 42 cm (17 in)  diameter trans- 
parent tanks tor  vther e s ~ e r i m a t s .  In either case  the ex~er imenta l  design proposed 
has  stlfficient sp:lce far integration of additicxlnl fluidheat transfer experiments in the 
double rack. Th;s experiment integration c:in make use of common cameras, lights, 
electmnics/signnl coi:ditioning arid controls. 
:I wire-resistance heating element of 673 \salts will proiide the design heat fluxes fo r  
the ex.priment. This does not pro\ idc tlryoitt a! the higher flow rates, but only at the 
lurYYer !wo flow rates. :\dditiu~.~l 1ie:itcr po\\csr roulti bc considered. The flow regimes ' 
cover tkc saturated \,oiling reqictc hut can I,c cstcnded with ease to subcooled boilin:: 
2nd to n stuity of titc Ir:u1siti01l into the clispcrsed {droplet) flow regime; A metal- 
filn) rcsist:u~cc hcatcr renl:tit?s as an :llterntte concept but i t  is even more severely 
1il:litcd in r?~:rsinlum power. The lnnximum power to the total experiment i s  1897 watts 
with n total usage of 2929 watt hours  in approximately six hours. 
'l'hc test duration is  s i s  hours tota1,comprising 80 data points in the flow redme-  
pressure drop sequence tn 880 minutes and 40 points in the  heat transfer tests in 80 
.winutes,with additional tlme for  ch?ngecver and set-up, ,- ..%-<A 
lJrogmm ccsts a r e  G05K dollars for development ,uld 312K dollars for production of 
n single unit for test and flight. Thls total program cost of 917K dollars i s  reasonable 
:in(! justified in view vf the increased design data which can be achieved as  well a s  the 
general increase i n  our Itnowledge of lhls complex phenomena of hvo-phase f lo~s which 
is  so  \vtdrly used in our earth-bow~tl operations. 
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